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Abstract. We study the theory of measurable projective representations for a
compact quantum group G, i.e. actions of G on BpHq for some Hilbert space H. We
show that any such measurable projective representation is inner, and is hence induced
by an Ω-twisted representation for some measurable 2-cocycle Ω on G. We show that
a projective representation is continuous, i.e. restricts to an action on the compact
operators KpHq, if and only if the associated 2-cocycle is regular, and that this condition
is automatically satisfied if G is of Kac type. This allows in particular to characterise
the torsion of projective type of pG in terms of the projective representation theory of G.
For a given regular 2-cocycle Ω, we then study Ω-twisted actions on C˚-algebras. We
define deformed crossed products with respect to Ω, obtaining a twisted version of the
Baaj-Skandalis duality and the Green-Julg isomorphism, and a quantum version of the
Packer-Raeburn’s trick.
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1. Introduction

Let G be a compact group. Let H be a (possibly infinite dimensional) Hilbert space, and
KpHq the C˚-algebra of compact operators on H. An action G δ

ñ KpHq is usually referred
to as a continuous projective representation of G on H. Such a δ is always of the form
δgpT q “ πpgqTπpgq˚ for all g P G and T P KpHq, where π : G ÝÑ UpHq is a measurable map
and ω : G ˆG ÝÑ S1 Ď C is a measurable 2-cocycle such that πpxqπpyq “ ωpx, yqπpxyq, for
all x, y P G. Such a map π is called a ω-representation of G on H. One can similarly consider
actions G δ

ñ BpHq of G on the von Neumann algebra BpHq, but this does not give anything
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new: any such action necessarily restricts to KpHq, and conversely any action of G on KpHq
extends to BpHq.
An extension of projective representation theory to compact quantum groups was introduced
in [14] by the first author. For G a compact quantum group, a measurable projective repre-
sentation was introduced as an action G δ

ñ BpHq. It was then shown that the obstruction
for δ to be inner is related to the theory of Galois co-objects for G, which are regarded as
generalized 2-cocycle functions on G. Particular instances of Galois co-objects can be defined
in terms of (measurable) 2-cocycles Ω on G, extending the classical setting described above.
Such Galois co-objects are called von Neumann cleft. It was left open in [14] whether there
exist Galois co-objects which are not von Neumann cleft. We completely resolve this problem
in this article: a Galois co-object for a compact quantum group is automatically cleft. We can
hence restrict to projective representations defined through a measurable 2-cocycle Ω. See
Section 3.1. For the sake of completeness of the present article, we have included an explicit
development of the corresponding Ω-representation theory for G in Section 3.2.
In spite of the above positive result, there is however an important new phenomenon arising
for projective representations of compact quantum groups: Contrary to the case of classical
compact groups, an action of a compact quantum group G on BpHq does not automatically
restrict to a continuous action on the C˚-algebra of compact operators KpHq. If this is the
case, we call the projective representation continuous, and the associated 2-cocycle of finite
type. In general, not all 2-cocycles are of finite type. We show however that if G is of Kac
type, then all projective representations are continuous, and all 2-cocycles are of finite type.
See Section 3.3.
In [32] (see also [44] for the von Neumann algebra setting, and [37] for the classical setting
of locally compact groups), it was shown how a 2-cocycle Ω on a locally compact quantum
group allows to form Ω-twisted actions of G on C˚-algebras, in case the 2-cocycle satisfies a
particular regularity condition. This then allows to define also twisted crossed products for
which a twisted version of the Baaj-Skandalis duality holds. We show that in the setting of
compact quantum groups, regularity of Ω is equivalent to Ω being of finite type. We then
revisit some of the results of [32] in the technically simpler setting of compact quantum groups,
and obtain in particular a quantum version of the Packer-Raeburn’s trick [35]. See Section 4.
The theory of projective representations for G is closely related to the theory of torsion for the
dual (discrete) quantum group Ĝ. A general theory of torsion for discrete quantum groups was
introduced first by R. Meyer and R. Nest (see [30] and [28]) in terms of ergodic actions of G,
and re-interpreted later by Y. Arano and K. De Commer in terms of fusion rings and module
C˚-categories [1]. Basically, the torsion of pG is described by the non-trivial ergodic actions of
G on finite-dimensional C˚-algebras. In case the latter is simple, we obtain an ergodic action
of G on some BpHq for H finite-dimensional, i.e. a finite-dimensional irreducible projective
representation of G.
The study of such torsion was the original motivation for this article, more precisely with
respect to the Baum-Connes conjecture for discrete quantum groups. The original Baum-
Connes conjecture for (second countable) locally compact groups had been formulated in
1982 by P. Baum and A. Connes. We still do not know any counterexample to the original
conjecture, but it is known that the one with coefficients is false. For this reason we refer to
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the Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients as the Baum-Connes property. The goal of the
conjecture is to understand the link between two operator K-groups of different nature that
would establish a strong connection between geometry and topology in a more abstract and
general index-theory context. More precisely, if G is a (second countable) locally compact
group and A is a (separable) G-C˚-algebra, then the Baum-Connes property for G with coef-
ficients in A claims that the assembly map µGA : Ktop

˚ pG;Aq ÝÑ K˚pG˙
r
Aq is an isomorphism,

where Ktop
˚ pG;Aq is the equivariant K-homology with compact support of G with coefficients

in A and K˚pG ˙
r
Aq is the K-theory of the reduced crossed product G ˙

r
A. This property

has been proved for a large class of groups; let us mention the remarkable work of N. Higson
and G. Kasparov [23] about groups with Haagerup property and the one of V. Lafforgue [25]
about hyperbolic groups.
The equivariant K-homology with compact support Ktop

˚ pG;Aq is the geometrical object
obtained from the classifying space of proper actions of G, thus it is, a priori, easier to
calculate than the group K˚pG ˙

r
Aq, which is the one of analytical nature and less flexible

in its structure. Nevertheless, sometimes the group Ktop
˚ pG;Aq creates non-trivial troubles.

This is why R. Meyer and R. Nest provide in 2006 a new formulation of the Baum-Connes
property in a well-suited category framework, using the language of triangulated categories
and derived functors [29]. More precisely, if K K G is the G-equivariant Kasparov category
and F pAq :“ K˚pG˙

r
Aq is the homological functor K K G ÝÑ A bZ{2 defining the right-hand

side of the Baum-Connes assembly map, they show that the assembly map µGA is equivalent to
the natural transformation ηGA : LF pAq ÝÑ F pAq, where LF is the localisation of the functor
F with respect to an appropriated complementary pair of (localizing) subcategories pLG,NGq.
Here LG is the subcategory of K K G of compactly induced G-C˚-algebras, and NG is the
subcategory of K K G of compactly contractible G-C˚-algebras. We say that G satisfies the
strong Baum-Connes property if LG “ K K G, which corresponds, in usual terms, to the
existence of a γ-element that equals 1C. This approach yields as well a characterization of the
Baum-Connes property only in terms of compact subgroups, K-theory and crossed products.
The above reformulation allows in particular to avoid any geometrical construction, and thus
seems (at least in principle) better suited to apply also when G is replaced by a locally
compact quantum group G. For instance, this approach has already been implemented by R.
Meyer and R. Nest [30] by proving that duals of compact connected1 groups satisfy the strong
Baum-Connes property. Also, for genuine discrete quantum groups pG the strong Baum-Connes
property has been studied, leading to explicit K-theory computations of the C˚-algebra CpGq
in remarkable examples: [46, 48, 20].
A major problem when studying the quantum counterpart of the Baum-Connes property in
the particular setting of discrete quantum groups is the torsion structure of a discrete quantum
group pG. Indeed, if G is an ordinary discrete group, its torsion phenomena are completely
described in terms of the finite subgroups of G and encoded in the localizing subcategory
LG using the Meyer-Nest reformulation. More precisely, induction and restriction functors
provide a pair of adjoint functors allowing to apply the general Meyer-Nest machinery to define
the complementary pair encoding the Baum-Connes property. Hence if we want to follow the

1In an upcoming paper, the second author (together with P. Fima) has extended this result by removing
the connectedness assumption.
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Meyer-Nest approach, we need for discrete quantum groups pG an analogous complementary
pair of localizing subcategories pL

pG,NpGq, where L
pG must encode the torsion phenomena

of pG. In this case, the induction-restriction approach is no longer valid since finite discrete
quantum groups do not exhaust the torsion phenomena for pG.
A candidate for L

pG had been apparent for specific examples [30, Section 1] and [48, Section 5]
(see also [26, Section 4.1.2] for a description for general discrete quantum groups), but it was
not at all clear if pL

pG,L
$
pG q formed a complementary pair. This was completely resolved by

Arano and Skalski [2]. Their key insight concerned a direct description of N “ L $
pG in terms

of a double crossed product construction. The results of [2] hence allow to define a quantum
assembly map for every discrete quantum group pG (torsion-free or not).
In Section 5, we will revisit this result from a different perspective in the case when there is
only projective torsion, i.e. any finite dimensional C˚-algebra carrying an ergodic action of G is
simple. More precisely, having defined a “twisted” descent map Fδ :“ jG,T : K K G ÝÑ K K
for each projective torsion action pT, δq and with τT : K K ÝÑ K K G given by making the
tensor product by T on the right, we re-prove the adjointness between jG,T and τT , formulated
as a twisted Green-Julg isomorphism, by explicit use of the specific structure of cocycle crossed
products. Such results can be seen as a first step towards spectra computations in the quantum
Kasparov category in the realm of tensor triangular geometry [6, 17].

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Conventions and notations

Let us fix the notations and the conventions that we use throughout the whole article.
If E is a C-vector space and S is a subset of vectors of E, then we write spanS for the
corresponding C-vector subspace generated by S. If pE, || ¨ ||q is a normed C-vector space and
F Ă E is a vector subspace, we write rF s :“ F

||¨|| for the || ¨ ||-closure of F in E. We then also
write spanS “ rspanSs for S Ă E. If V,W are subspaces inside an algebra A, we denote
VW “ V ¨W :“ spantvw | v P V,w P W u.
Let H be a Hilbert space. We denote by BpHq (resp. KpHq) the space of all linear bounded
(resp. compact) operators on H. If S is a subset of BpHq, then we write spanσ´weakS for
the closure of the linear subspace generated by S with respect to the σ-weak topology. We
denote by BpHq˚ the space of normal functionals on BpHq, and for ξ, η P H we denote
by ωξ,η P BpHq˚ the linear form defined by ωξ,ηpT q :“ xξ, T pηqy, for all T P BpHq. If
V P BpH bHq is a unitary operator, we put C pV q :“ rtpidb ηqpΣV q | η P BpHq˚us. Observe
that pidb ηqpΣV q “ ppηb idq ˝AdΣqpΣV q “ pηb idqpV Σq, for all η P BpHq˚. Also, we clearly
have C pV q “ spantpidb ωξ,ηqpΣV q | ξ, η P Hu.
If A is a C˚-algebra and H a Hilbert A-module, we denote by LApHq (resp. KApHq) the space
of all (resp. compact) adjointable operators on H. Hilbert A-modules are considered to be
right A-modules, so that the corresponding inner products are considered to be conjugate-
linear on the left and linear on the right. Given a Hilbert A-module H and ξ, η P H we
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denote by θξ,η P LApHq the rank one operator defined by θξ,ηpζq :“ ξxη, ζy, for all ζ P H.
Then KApHq “ spantθξ,η | ξ, η P Hu.
All our C˚-algebras (except for obvious exceptions such as multiplier C˚-algebras and von
Neumann algebras) are supposed to be separable and all our Hilbert modules are supposed
to be countably generated. If A is a C˚-algebra and S is a subset of elements in A, we write
C˚xSy :“ C˚xS Y S˚y for the corresponding C˚-subalgebra of A generated by S, that is, the
intersection of all C˚-subalgebras of A containing S. In this case, the elements of S are called
generators of C˚xSy.
The symbol b stands for the minimal tensor product of C˚-algebras and the exterior tensor
product of Hilbert modules depending on the context. The symbol b

max
stands for the maximal

tensor product of C˚-algebras. The symbol b stands for the tensor product of von Neumann
algebras. In any of the previous cases, the elementary tensors in the corresponding tensor
product are denoted simply by b and the context will distinguish the specific situation. If
H is a Hilbert A-module and pK, πq is a Hilbert pA,Bq-bimodule, the interior tensor product
of H and K with respect to π is denoted by H b

π
K or H b

A
K. If A and B are two C˚-

algebras, Σ : A b B ÝÑ B b A denotes the flip map. The symbol Σ is used as well for the
suspension functor in the framework of triangulated categories. The context will distinguish
the specific situation. We use systematically the leg numbering, so if H is a Hilbert space
then X12 “ X b 1 P BpHb3q for X P BpHb2q, etc.
If S,A are C˚-algebras, we denote by MpAq “ LApAq the multiplier algebra of A and we put
ĂMpAb Sq :“ tx PMpAb Sq | xpidA b Sq Ă Ab S and pidA b Sqx Ă Ab Su, which contains
AbMpSq. IfH is a Hilbert A-module, we putMpHq :“ LApA,Hq, which contains canonically
H – KApA,Hq. We put ĂMpHbSq :“ tX PMpHbSq |XpidAbSq Ă HbS and pidHbSqX Ă

H b Su, which contains H bMpSq.
If T :“ BpHq is a type I-factor, we denote by Tr the usual trace on T . If ϕ is any state on
T , we denote by % P T the density matrix (i.e. the positive matrix with trace 1) such that
ϕ “ Trp% ¨q.
Given a state ϕ on T , we denote by pL2pT q, λT ,ΛT , ξT q the corresponding GNS construction,
but we drop the notation λT when it is clear from the context. If T op denotes the opposite
von Neumann algebra of T , then the modular properties for ϕ yield a ˚-representation ρT of
T op on L2pT q determined by the formula ρT psopqptξT q :“ t%1{2s%´1{2ξT for all s, t P T of finite
rank with respect to an eigenbasis of ρ. We consider the anti ˚-homomorphism p¨q˝ : T ÝÑ
BpL2pT qq defined by s˝ :“ ρT ps

opq “ JT s
˚JT for all s P T , where JT tξT :“ ρ1{2t˚ρ´1{2ξT is the

modular conjugation on L2pT q. We then have T ˝ “ T 1. In the following, we will also identify
j : BpHqop – BpHq through the ˚-isomorphism T ÞÑ T ˚.
Whenever C denotes a category, we shall assume that C is essentially small, so morphisms
HomC p¨, ¨q form sets. Given a category C , we denote by C op its opposite category. We say
that C is countable additive if it is additive and it admits countable direct sums. If F is an
additive functor on an additive category, it is, by definition, compatible with finite direct
sums. The categories considered in the present paper are assumed to be countable additive.
Whenever we require an additive functor to be compatible with infinite (countable) direct
sums, it will be explicitly indicated.
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We denote by A b the abelian category of abelian groups and by A bZ{2 the abelian category
of Z{2-graded abelian groups.

2.2. Compact/Discrete Quantum Groups

In this section we recall elementary and fundamental facts concerning compact quantum
groups and their corresponding duality theory. We refer to the books [31, 42] or to the
original papers [50, 5] for more details.

2.2.1 Definition. A compact quantum group G is the data pCpGq,∆q where CpGq is a unital
C˚-algebra and ∆ : CpGq ÝÑ CpGq b CpGq is a unital ˚-homomorphism such that:

i) ∆ is co-associative meaning that pidb∆q∆ “ p∆b idq∆ and

ii) ∆ satisfies the cancellation property meaning that r∆pCpGqqpCpGqb1qs “ CpGqbCpGq “
r∆pCpGqqp1b CpGqqs.

A compact quantum group has a unique Haar state hG such that phGbidq∆pxq “ hGpxq1CpGq “
pidb hGq∆pxq for all x P CpGq. We will make the standing assumption that hG is faithful, so
we only work with the reduced form CpGq of a compact quantum group.
The GNS construction corresponding to hG is denoted by pL2pGq, λ, ξGq. We also write
Λpxq “ λpxqξG for x P CpGq. We adopt the standard convention for the inner product on
L2pGq, which means that xΛpxq,Λpyqy :“ hGpx

˚yq for all x, y P CpGq. We suppress the
notation λ in computations so that we simply write xΛpyq “ Λpxyq for all x, y P CpGq.

2.2.2 Theorem-Definition (Regular representation). Let G “ pCpGq,∆q be a compact
quantum group.

i) There exists a unique unitary operator VG P MpKpL2pGqq b CpGqq such that VGpΛpxq b
ξq “ ∆pxqpξG b ξq, for all x P CpGq and ξ P L2pGq.

ii) For all x P CpGq we have ∆ “ ∆VG where ∆VGpxq “ VGpxb 1qV ˚G .

iii) The following identity holds: pidb∆qpVGq “ pVGq12pVGq13.

iv) The following pentagonal equation holds: pVGq12pVGq13pVGq23 “ pVGq23pVGq12. So VG is a
multiplicative unitary on L2pGq in the sense of Baaj-Skandalis [5].

v) We have that CpGq “ SVG :“ spantpη b idqpVGq | η P BpL2pGqq˚u.

The unitary VG is called right regular representation of G on L2pGq or fundamental unitary
of G.

2.2.3 Remark. In a similar way, we can define the left regular representation of G: there
exists a unique multiplicative unitaryWG PMpCpGqbKpL2pGqqq such that pWGq

˚pξbΛpxqq “
∆pxqpξbξGq, for all x P CpGq and ξ P L2pGq. For all x P CpGq we have ∆pxq “ W ˚

Gp1bxqWG
and the following identity holds: p∆b idqpWGq “ pWGq13pWGq23.
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The coproduct on CpGq can be extended to L8pGq “ CpGq2 using Theorem-Definition
2.2.2.(ii), obtaining the normal map ∆ : L8pGq Ñ L8pGqbL8pGq. The Haar state ex-
tends uniquely to a normal faithful state on L8pGq, and we denote by JG the associated
modular conjugation on L2pGq.
Conversely, if L8pGq is a von Neumann algebra with a coassociative normal ˚-homomorphism
∆ : L8pGq Ñ L8pGqbL8pGq and admitting an invariant normal faithful state hG, then
pL8pGq,∆q arises from a (reduced) compact quantum group G in a unique way.

2.2.4 Definition. A unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space H “ Hu is a unitary
element u in MpKpHq b CpGqq with pid b∆qpuq “ u12u13. For u, v unitary representations,
we denote HomGpu, vq “ tT : Hu Ñ Hv | T bounded and pT b 1qu “ vpT b 1qu. One calls u
irreducible if EndGpuq “ HomGpu, uq “ CidHu.

In the following, all representations will be assumed unitary.
Any irreducible representation u has finite dimensional H, so then u P BpHqbCpGq. The set
of all equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G is denoted by IrrpGq. If x P IrrpGq
is such a class, we write ux P BpHxq b CpGq for a representative of x and Hx for the finite
dimensional Hilbert space on which ux acts. We write dimpxq :“ nx for the dimension of Hx.
The trivial representation of G is denoted by ε, and we put uε “ 1CpGq. Given x, y P IrrpGq,
the tensor product of x and y is denoted by xby. Given x P IrrpGq, there exists a unique class
x of irreducible representations of G such that HomGpε, u

xb uxq ‰ 0 ‰ HomGpε, u
xb uxq. It

is called the contragredient or conjugate representation of x.
The linear span of matrix coefficients of all finite dimensional representations of G is denoted
by PolpGq. It is a ˚-Hopf algebra by restriction of the co-multiplication ∆, and we denote its
co-unit by ε and its antipode by S. Let I0 be the anti-linear involutive map ΛpPolpGqq Ñ
L2pGq defined by Λpxq ÞÑ ΛpSpxq˚q for x P PolpGq. Then I0 is closeable, and we denote I “
pJG|I| for the polar decomposition of its closure. The map Rpxq “ pJGx

˚
pJG, for all x P CpGq, is

a well-defined anti-multiplicative and anti-co-multiplicative map on CpGq preserving PolpGq,
called unitary antipode.

2.2.5 Theorem-Definition (Discrete quantum group). Let G “ pCpGq,∆q be a compact
quantum group. We switch between the following notations for the same space c0ppGq “
C˚r pGq “ pSVG :“ rtpid b ηqpVGq | η P BpL2pGqq˚us Ă BpL2pGqq. Then c0ppGq is a C˚-algebra,
and we denote also the identity map by:

pλ : c0ppGq Ñ BpL2
pGqq.

Furthermore, we have the following:

i) The formula p∆pxq “ p∆cop
VG
pxq :“ ΣV ˚G p1bxqVGΣ defines a non-degenerate ˚-homomorphism

c0ppGq ÝÑ ĂMpc0ppGqbc0ppGqq such that the pair pG “ pc0ppGq, p∆q is a locally compact quan-
tum group. One calls pG the (Pontryagin) dual discrete quantum group of G.

ii) There exists a natural isomorphism c0ppGq –
Àc0

xPIrrpGq
BpHxq.
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iii) We have VG PMpc0ppGq b CpGqq.

iv) We have rpη b idqpW ˚
Gq | η P BpL2pGqq˚s “ pJGc0ppGq pJG Ă BpL2pGqq.

We denote l8ppGq for the σ-weak closure of c0ppGq. It is a von Neumann algebra with coproduct
p∆ given by extending the formula in item i) above. It has a left, resp. right invariant normal,
semifinite faithful weight phL, resp. phR. We can identify L2pGq with the standard space of
l8ppGq in such a way that pJG becomes the associated modular conjugation. We further have
inside c0ppGq the dense 2-sided ideal:

c00ppGq –
alg
à

xPIrrpGq
BpHxq,

contained in the set of integrable elements for phL and phR.

2.2.6 Theorem-Definition (Kac system associated to G). Let G “ pCpGq,∆q be a compact
quantum group. Then UG “ JG pJG “ pJGJG P BpL2pGqq is a symmetry, and we call the pair
pVG, UGq the standard Kac system associated to G. We then denote

ρpaq “ UGλpaqUG, pρpxq “ UGpλpxqUG, a P CpGq, x P c0ppGq.

Moreover, we have WG “ V̌G where

V̌G :“ ΣpUG b 1qVGpUG b 1qΣ ” pUGq2pVGq21pUGq2 PMpCpGq b pρpc0pGqqq,

and VG, V̌G together with

rVG :“ Σp1b UGqVGp1b UGqΣ ” pUGq1pVGq21pUGq1 PMpρpCpGqq b c0pGqq,

r

rVG “ pUG b UGqVGpUG b UGq PMpρpCpGqq b pρpc0pGqqq

i) are multiplicative on L2pGq in the sense of Baaj-Skandalis,

ii) are regular, meaning that KpL2pGqq “ C pVGq “ C prVGq “ C pV̌Gq “ C p
r

rVGq,

iii) satisfy the following identity in V : pΣp1b UGqV q
3 “ id.

Moreover, the following properties hold:

i) pVGq13pVGq23prVGq12 “ prVGq12pVGq13 and pV̌Gq23pVGq12pVGq13 “ pVGq13pV̌Gq23.

ii) pc0ppGq, p∆copq “ pS
rVG
,∆

rVG
q; in particular, p∆coppxq “ rVGpxb 1qrV ˚G , for all x P c0ppGq.

iii) pCpGq,∆q “ ppSV̌G , p∆V̌G
q; in particular, ∆paq “ V̌ ˚G p1b aqV̌G, for all a P CpGq.

iv) pVGq12prVGq23 “ prVGq23pVGq12; in particular, rVGpab 1qrV ˚G “ ab 1, for all a P CpGq.
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v) pVGq23pV̌Gq12 “ pV̌Gq12pVGq23; in particular, V̌Gp1b xqV̌ ˚G “ 1b x, for all x P c0ppGq.

vi) prVGq12p
r

rVGq23 “ p
r

rVGq23prVGq12; in particular, VGpxb 1qV ˚G “ xb 1, for all x P UGc0ppGqUG.

vii) pUGCpGqUGq,∆UGq “ ppS
rVG
, p∆

rVG
q, where ∆UGpUGaUGq :“ AdUGbUGp∆paqq, for all a P

CpGq; in particular, VGp1b aqV ˚G “ 1b a, for all a P UGCpGqUG.

viii) rCpGq ¨ c0ppGqs “ KpL2pGqq.

We refer to [42] or [5] for more details about these computations.

2.3. Actions of compact and discrete quantum groups

In this section we recall elementary notions and results concerning actions of quantum groups.

2.3.1 Definition. Let G “ pCpGq,∆q be a compact quantum group and A a C˚-algebra. A
left (continuous) action of G on A (or a right co-action of CpGq on A) is a non-degenerate
˚-homomorphism δ : A ÝÑ Ab CpGq such that:

i) δ intertwines the co-multiplication, meaning that pδ b idCpGqq ˝ δ “ pidA b∆q ˝ δ and

ii) δ satisfies the density condition rδpAqp1b CpGqqs “ Ab CpGq.

We write G δ
ñ A. We say that pA, δq is a left G-C˚-algebra if moreover δ is injective.

If M is a von Neumann algebra, then a left (measurable) action of G on M is a normal
unital ˚-homomorphism δ : M ÝÑMbL8pGq intertwining the co-multiplication (the density
condition being superfluous in this case).

2.3.2 Example. The co-multiplication of any compact quantum group G defines an action
of G on its defining C˚-algebra. This action is called the regular action of G.

Similarly, we can define a right action of G on A (or a left co-action of CpGq on A) as a
non-degenerate ˚-homomorphism δ : A ÝÑ CpGq b A satisfying the analogous properties of
the preceding definition. In the present article, an action of a compact quantum group G
is supposed to be a left one unless the contrary is explicitly indicated. Hence, we refer to
such actions simply as actions of G. Observe however that if pA, δq is a left G-C˚-algebra,
then pAop, δq is a right G-C˚-algebra where Aop denotes the opposite C˚-algebra of A and
δ : Aop ÝÑ CpGq b Aop is defined by:

δ :“ pR b idq ˝ Σ ˝ δ, (2.1)

where R denotes the unitary antipode of G.

2.3.3 Remark. Our conventions for the left/right terminology are motivated by the following:
when G “ G for an ordinary compact group G, we obtain an honest left action of G on A
from a right coaction δ : AÑ Ab CpGq by evaluating the second leg in g P G:

Gˆ AÑ A, pg, aq ÞÑ δgpaq :“ pidb evgqδpaq.
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2.3.4 Definition. If pA, δq is a G-C˚-algebra, we denote Aδ “ ta P A | δpaq “ a b 1u. We
call pA, δq ergodic if A is unital and Aδ “ C1A.
In general, we denote Eδ : A ÝÑ Aδ for the δ-invariant conditional expectation given by
Eδpaq “ pidA b hGqδpaq, for all a P A.

2.3.5 Remark. Recall that we assume G to be a reduced compact quantum group, so Eδ
is automatically faithful. Moreover, if puiqi is a (bounded) approximate unit for A, then by
non-degeneracy of δ we have that

`

δpuiq
˘

i
is an approximate unit for A b CpGq. Thanks to

the continuity of id b hG, the operators vi :“ pid b hGq
`

δpuiq
˘

form an approximate unit for
A inside Aδ, and we have rAAδs “ rAAδs “ A. In particular, if A acts non-degenerately on
a Hilbert space H, then also Aδ acts nondegenerately on H.

Given a G-C˚-algebra A, we can equip A with the pre-Hilbert Aδ-module structure given by
xa, byEδ :“ Eδpa

˚bq, for all a, b P A. We denote by L2pA,Eδq the completion of A with respect
to the inner product x¨, ¨yEδ . When δ is ergodic, we have Eδpaq “ ϕδpaq1A for ϕδ a (unique)
δ-invariant state on A. We then write L2pAq “ L2pA,ϕq for the Hilbert space completion of
A with respect to the inner product xa, byϕ :“ ϕpa˚bq, for all a, b P A.
The notion of action of G can be defined also for Hilbert modules.

2.3.6 Definition. Let G “ pCpGq,∆q be a compact quantum group and pA, δq a G-C˚-algebra.
Let E be a Hilbert A-module. A left action of G on E (or a right co-action of CpGq on E) is
a linear map δE : E ÝÑ E b CpGq such that:

i) δEpξ ¨ aq “ δEpξqδpaq for all ξ P E, a P A;

ii) δpxξ, ηyq “ xδEpξq, δEpηqy for all ξ, η P E;

iii) δE intertwines the co-multiplication meaning that pδE b idCpGqq ˝ δE “ pidA b∆q ˝ δE;

iv) The density conditions rδEpEqp1bCpGqqs “ rp1bCpGqqδEpEqs “ EbCpGq are satisfied.

We write G δE
ñ E. We say that pE, δEq is a left G-equivariant Hilbert A-module if moreover

δE is injective.

If pE, δEq is a G-equivariant Hilbert A-module as above, then KApEq is a G-C˚-algebra with
action δKApEq defined by δKApEqpθξ,ηq “ δEpξqδEpηq

˚ P KApEq b CpGq, for all ξ, η P E where
θξ,η denotes the corresponding rank one operator in E. By abuse of notation, we still denote
by δKApEq the extension of this homomorphism to LApEq “MpKApEqq ÑMpKApEqbCpGqq.
The latter is however not in general an action of G on LApEq.
Recall further that giving an action δE is equivalent to giving a unitary operator VE P

LAbCpGq
`

E b
δ
pA b CpGqq, E b CpGq

˘

such that δEpξq “ VE ˝ Tξ for all ξ P E where
Tξ P LAbCpGqpA b CpGq, E b

δ
pA b CpGqqq is such that Tξpxq “ ξ b

δ
x, for all x P A b CpGq.

One calls VE the admissible operator for pE, δEq. Moreover, we have δKApEq “ AdVE . We refer
to [4] for more details.
Next, we recall the following useful result (recall the notations from Definition 2.3.4).
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2.3.7 Proposition. Let G be a compact quantum group. Let pA, δq be a unital G-C˚-algebra.
If δ is ergodic, then there exists a representation VA P MpKpL2pAqq b CpGqq of G such that
δpaq “ VApab 1qV ˚A , for all a P A.

Proof. Consider the map A b CpGq VA
ÝÑ A b CpGq such that a b x ÞÑ δpaqp1A b xq. By

δ-invariance of ϕδ, this map is isometric with respect to the natural pre-Hilbert CpGq-module
structure on A b CpGq. Moreover, since δ is an action of G on A, we know that rδpAqp1 b
CpGqqs “ A b CpGq, that is, VA has dense range. Accordingly, VA extends to a unitary
operator in MpKpL2pAqq b CpGqq, which we still denote by VA.
The relation δpaqVA “ VApa b 1q, for all a P A is obvious. The coaction property for δ
straightforwardly leads to pVAq12pVAq13pVGq23 “ pVGq23pVAq12, so pid b ∆qVA “ pVAq12pVAq13
and VA is a representation of G on L2pAq (see [9] for more details). �

2.3.8 Remark. A similar result can be obtained when δ is not ergodic by considering instead
the Hilbert Aδ-module L2pA,Eδq. One also has a corresponding result in the von Neumann
algebraic setting: if M ÑMbL8pGq on a von Neumann algebra (say with separable predual),
we can find a G-invariant state on M leading to a unitary VM : L2pMq b L2pGq Ñ L2pMq b
L2pGq as above. This map is independent of the chosen state [43].

We also recall the notion of action for discrete quantum groups.
2.3.9 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group and A a C˚-algebra. A left action of
pG on A (or a right co-action of c0ppGq on A) is a non-degenerate ˚-homomorphism δ : A ÝÑ
ĂMpAb c0ppGqq such that:

i) δ intertwines the co-multiplication meaning that pδ b idqδ “ pidb p∆qδ and

ii) δ satisfies the cancellation property meaning that rδpAqp1b c0ppGqqs “ Ab c0ppGq.

We say that pA, δq is a left pG-C˚-algebra if moreover δ is injective.

Again, one has the analogous notion of a right action of pG. In the following, an action of
a discrete quantum group pG is supposed to be a left one unless the contrary is explicitly
indicated.

2.4. Torsion phenomena for discrete quantum groups

In this section we recall elementary notions and results concerning the notion of torsion-
freeness for discrete quantum groups. It was initially introduced by R. Meyer and R. Nest
and it can be characterized as in Theorem-Definition 2.4.4 below (see [30, 28] and [48] for
more details).
2.4.1 Definition. Let G “ pCpGq,∆q be a compact quantum group. A torsion action of G or
a torsion for pG is a left G-C˚-algebra pA, δq with A finite dimensional and δ ergodic. We say
that pA, δq is a torsion action of permutation type if A is not simple. We say that pA, δq is a
torsion action of projective type if A is simple. The set of all equivariant Morita equivalence
classes of torsion actions of G is denoted by TorppGq.
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2.4.2 Remark. If pG is a classical discrete group Γ, then TorpΓq detects the torsion in Γ,
hence the notational use in general of the dual discrete quantum group.

2.4.3 Examples. 1. The trivial action pC, trv.q is of course a torsion action of any com-
pact quantum group G.

2. If pH ă pG is a discrete quantum subgroup of pG, we have by definition an inclusion of
C˚-algebras CpHq ι

Ă CpGq intertwining the corresponding co-multiplications. Therefore,
if pB, βq is a H-C˚-algebra, we can obviously extend β (by composing with ι) into an
action of G on B, which is denoted by rβ. We denote by IndGHpB, βq the same C˚-algebra
B but equipped with the composition rβ :“ pidB b ιq ˝ β as an action of G. Observe that
if pB, βq is a torsion action of H, then IndGHpB, βq is a torsion action of G.

3. Let pG be a discrete quantum group that has a non-trivial finite discrete quantum sub-
group, say pH ă pG. Then pCpHq,∆Hq defines a non-trivial torsion action of G.

4. If u P BpHuq bCpGq is a representation of G on a finite dimensional Hilbert space Hu,
then it defines an action of G on BpHuq given by:

Adu : BpHuq ÝÑ BpHuq b CpGq, T ÞÝÑ AdupT q :“ upT b 1CpGqqu˚.

It is clear that BpHqAdu “ EndGpuq. Hence, the pair pBpHuq, Aduq is a torsion action
of G if and only if u is irreducible.

5. Consider the rotation group SOp3q. Recall that SOp3q – SUp2q{Z2, where Z2 –

ZpSUp2qq is the center of SUp2q. Then the conjugation action of SUp2q on M2pCq
descends to a torsion action of projective type δ of SOp3q on M2pCq. Similar consid-
erations can be made for SOqp3q with q P p´1, 1qzt0u (see [39] for more details).

The following characterisation of torsion-freeness for discrete quantum groups is well-known.
A full proof can be found in [26, Theorem 1.6.1.4].

2.4.4 Theorem-Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group. We say that pG is torsion-
free if one of the following equivalent conditions hold:

i) Any torsion action of G is G-equivariantly Morita equivalent to the trivial G-C˚-algebra
C.

ii) Every finite dimensional G-C˚-algebra is G-equivariantly isomorphic to a direct sum of
G-C˚-algebras which are G-equivariantly Morita equivalent to the trivial G-C˚-algebra C.

iii) Every torsion action of G of permutation type and every torsion action of G of projective
type is G-equivariantly Morita equivalent to the trivial G-C˚-algebra C.

In view of characterisation piiiq of the previous theorem, we give the following definition.
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2.4.5 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group. We say that pG is permutation torsion-
free if every torsion action of G of permutation type is G-equivariantly Morita equivalent to
the trivial G-C˚-algebra C. We say that pG is projective torsion-free if every torsion action of
G of projective type is G-equivariantly Morita equivalent to the trivial G-C˚-algebra C.

2.4.6 Example. The SOp3q-C˚-algebra pM2pCq, δq introduced in Examples 2.4.3 is a torsion
action of SOp3q of projective type. Notice that pM2pCq, δq is not SOp3q-equivariantly Morita
equivalent to C, as there are no irreducible 2-dimensional SOp3q-representations to implement
this equivalence. Hence, {SOp3q is not torsion-free. Moreover, pM2pCq, δq is the only, up to
equivariant Morita equivalence, non-trivial torsion action of SOp3q. Similar considerations
can be made for SOqp3q with q P p´1, 1qzt0u; namely {SOqp3q is not torsion-free and SOqp3q
has only one, up to equivariant Morita equivalence, non-trivial torsion action, which is of
projective type (see for instance [48]).

3. Projective representation theory for compact quantum
groups

In this section, we develop the theory of projective representations for compact quantum
groups based on the notion of (measurable) 2-cocycle. We obtain a projective representation
theory analogous to the one for classical compact groups. Namely, given a 2-cocycle, we
construct the associated projective regular representation containing all irreducible Ω-twisted
representations and reaching thus a twisted version of the Peter-Weyl theorem. The content
of this section concerns a particular case of the more general framework developed in [14] by
the first author, but we give more attention here to the associated C˚-algebraic theory.

3.1. Projective representations of compact quantum groups

3.1.1 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group. A measurable left projective repre-
sentation of G consists of a Hilbert space H and a (measurable) right coaction δ : BpHq Ñ
BpHqbL8pGq. A continuous left projective representation of G consists of a Hilbert space H
and a (continuous) right coaction δ : KpHq Ñ KpHq b CpGq.

Note that any continuous coaction δ : KpHq Ñ KpHq b CpGq extends uniquely to a (nor-
mal) coaction δ : BpHq “ MpKpHqq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq. Indeed, since δ is by definition non-
degenerate, and since KpHq˚˚ “ BpHq, we have ([19]) a unique normal unital ˚-homomorphism:

BpHq “ KpHq˚˚ Ñ pKpHq b CpGqq˚˚ Ñ BpHqbL8pGq,

which extends δ. Hence a continuous projective representation can be seen as a special type
of measurable projective representation. On the other hand, any measurable left projective
representation δ on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H is automatically continuous: We
can endow BpHq with a Hilbert space structure for which δ becomes a finite dimensional
representation, hence its matrix coefficients lie in PolpGq Ă CpGq. On the other hand, it is
not true that a general measurable left projective representation is automatically continuous,
as we will comment on later.
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3.1.2 Remark. There is also an obvious notion of right projective representation. Identifying
j : BpHqop – BpHq via jpxq “ x˚, there is a natural correspondence between left and right
measurable/continuous projective representations by δ Ø δ :“ Σpj b Rqδj´1, so we consider
δ as a right continuous projective representation of G on H. More directly, one can also view
a left projective representation of G as a right projective representation of Gcop.

Recall from the introduction that any continuous action of a classical compact group G on
KpHq, for some Hilbert space H, is implemented by an ω-representation of G on H, where
ω is a measurable 2-cocycle on G. The same in fact holds for measurable actions of G on
BpHq. The main goal of this section will be to show that these statements are still true for
compact quantum groups. This will in particular justify the terminology projective torsion
action (recall Theorem 2.4.4).
3.1.3 Definition. Let δ be a measurable left projective representation. We say that δ is cleft
if there exists a unitary u P BpHqbL8pGq such that δpaq “ upab 1qu˚.

Similarly, we say that a measurable right projective representation δ is cleft if there exists a
unitary u P BpHqbL8pGq such that δpaq “ Σpu˚pa b 1quq. Clearly δ is cleft if and only if δ
is cleft. We call u an implementing unitary.
We will show in Theorem 3.1.15 that all measurable projective representations are cleft. We
start with the following elementary well-known result, which is a verison of the Skolem-
Noether theorem in the setting of von Neumann algebras.
3.1.4 Lemma. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and k P N. If teijui,j“1,...,k and tfijui,j“1,...,k
are the matrix units of two unital copies of MkpCq inside M , then there exists a unitary U
in M such that UeijU˚ “ fij, for all i, j “ 1, . . . , k. Moreover, U is unique up to a unitary
in teiju1i,j“1,...,k XM .

Proof. Let p be the maximal properly infinite projection of M , and put q :“ 1´ p. We split
M into its finite and its properly infinite part, M “ qM ‘ pM . Next, note that e11 and
f11 have central support 1 and kre11s “ r1s “ krf11s in K0pMq. Then, by taking the center
valued trace on qM , we deduce that qe11 and qf11 are Murray-von Neumann equivalent in
qM (cf. [40, Corollary 2.8], for instance). It is obvious that pe11 and pf11 are equivalent in
pM . Hence e11 and f11 are Murray-von Neumann equivalent by a partial isometry u P M .
Then U “

ř

s fs1ue1s is the sought-after unitary. The stated uniqueness of U is clear. �

3.1.5 Theorem. Let G be a compact quantum group. Then any finite dimensional projective
representation is cleft.

Proof. Let δ : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq be a right coaction withH finite dimensional. Applying
Lemma 3.1.4 with respect to the matrix units δpeijq and eij b 1 provides a unitary u P
BpHq b L8pGq implementing the coaction δ, hence δ is cleft. �

To extend this result to arbitrary projective representations, we first take a further look at
implementing unitaries. Note that if δ : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq is a measurable projective
representation implemented by u P BpHqbL8pGq, then

pδ b idqδpaq “ pδ b idq
´

upab 1qu˚
¯

“ u12

´

upab 1qu˚
¯

13
u˚12 “ u12u13pab 1b 1qu˚13u

˚
12,
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while

pidb∆qδpaq “ pidb∆q
´

upab 1qu˚
¯

“ pVGq23

´

upab 1qu˚
¯

12
pVGq

˚
23

“ pVGq23u12pab 1b 1qu˚12pVGq
˚
23.

Hence by the coaction property pδ b idqδ “ pid b∆qδ, we obtain u12u13pa b 1 b 1qu˚13u
˚
12 “

pVGq23u12pab 1b 1qu˚12pVGq
˚
23, for all a P BpHq. In other words,

u˚13u
˚
12pVGq23u12 P

`

BpHqbCbL8pGq1
˘1
“ CbBpL2pGqqbL8pGq, so there exists a unitary

X P BpL2pGqqbL8pGq such that pVGq23u12 “ u12u13X23. This relation allows to write the
following: pidb∆qpuq “ pVGq23u12pVGq

˚
23 “ u12u13X23pVGq

˚
23.

Since the left hand side is an element of BpHqbL8pGqbL8pGq and u is a unitary, then
rΩ :“ u˚13u

˚
12∆23pu12q P C b L8pGqbL8pGq and rΩ “ 1 b Ω with Ω P L8pGqbL8pGq uni-

tary. Moreover, we have ∆23pu12q ¨ Ω˚23 “ u12u13. Applying this equation to the identity
pu12u13qu14 “ u12pu13u14q, we obtain that Ω˚ satisfies the 2-cocycle relation:

p∆b idqpΩ˚qΩ˚12 “ pidb∆qpΩ˚qΩ˚23.

Let us formalize this in the following definition.

3.1.6 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group. A (measurable, unitary) 2-cocycle on
G is a unitary element Ω P L8pGqbL8pGq such that:

pΩb 1qp∆b idqpΩq “ p1b Ωqpidb∆qpΩq.

Two 2-cocycles Ω and Ω1 on G are said to be coboundary equivalent if there exists a unitary
X P L8pGq such that Ω1 “ pX˚ bX˚qΩ∆pXq.

3.1.7 Note. If one replaces L8pGq by CpGq or PolpGq, then we define analogously a continuous
or algebraic 2-cocycle on G, respectively.

Given a 2-cocycle Ω on G we can define the following linear maps

Ω∆ : L8pGq ÝÑ L8pGqbL8pGq , ∆Ω˚ : L8pGq ÝÑ L8pGqbL8pGq
x ÞÝÑ Ω∆pxq :“ Ω ¨∆pxq x ÞÝÑ ∆Ω˚pxq :“ ∆pxq ¨ Ω˚.

We call Ω∆ and ∆Ω˚ the right/left twisted pseudo co-multiplication on G with respect to Ω or
the right/left Ω-pseudo co-multiplication on G; respectively. Observe that both Ω∆ and ∆Ω˚

are linear maps satisfying the following identities:

i) Ω∆pxyq “ Ω∆pxq∆pyq and ∆Ω˚pxyq “ ∆pxq∆Ω˚pyq, for all x, y P L8pGq,

ii) Ω∆pxq˚Ω∆pyq “ ∆px˚yq and ∆Ω˚pxq∆Ω˚pyq
˚ “ ∆pxy˚q, for all x, y P L8pGq,

iii) pΩ∆b idqΩ∆ “ pidb Ω∆qΩ∆ and p∆Ω˚ b idq∆Ω˚ “ pidb∆Ω˚q∆Ω˚ ; and

iv) spanσ´weaktΩ∆pxqpy b zq | x, y, z P L8pGqu “ L8pGqbL8pGq and spanσ´weaktpy b
zq∆Ω˚pxq | x, y, z P L

8pGqu “ L8pGqbL8pGq.
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These identities are obtained after a straightforward computation. Hence, Ω∆ and ∆Ω˚ are
in particular von Neumann algebraic analogues of module coalgebras, and form concrete
instances of the notion of Galois co-object introduced in [12].

3.1.8 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle on G. A (measurable)
Ω-representation of G on a Hilbert space H is a unitary element u P BpHqbL8pGq such
that pid b Ω∆qpuq “ u12u13. A (measurable) Ω˚-representation on H is a unitary element
u P BpHqbL8pGq satisfying pidb∆Ω˚qpuq “ u12u13.

The elements of the form uξ,ζ :“ pωξ,ζ b 1qpuq P L8pGq with ξ, ζ P H are called matrix
coefficients of u. In particular, if we fix an orthonormal basis tξiui in H, we write uij :“ uξi,ξj .
Then for an Ω-representation u we obtain the usual corepresentation identities Ω∆puijq “
ř

k

uik b ukj, for all i, j, where the sum converges in (say) the strong operator topology. The
same conclusion holds for Ω˚-representations.
Note that if the ui are measurable Ω-representations on Hilbert spaces Hi, then clearly u “
‘iui is a measurable Ω-representation on H “ ‘iHi, called the direct sum Ω-representation.
Summarizing the discussion following Theorem 3.1.5, we obtain the following result.

3.1.9 Proposition. Let δ : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq be a cleft measurable projective rep-
resentation. Then there exists a 2-cocycle Ω P L8pGqbL8pGq and a Ω˚-representation
u P BpHqbL8pGq such that δpaq “ upab 1qu˚.

Conversely, if u is a Ω˚-representation, we obtain a measurable right coaction:

δu : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq, δupaq “ upab 1qu˚, a P BpHq, (3.1)

where the coaction property follows immediately from the Ω˚-representation property of u.
Similarly, any Ω-representation u provides a measurable left coaction:

δu : BpHq Ñ L8pGqbBpHq, δupaq “ Σpu˚pab 1quq, a P BpHq. (3.2)

3.1.10 Note. If v is another implementing unitary for δ, we see that v˚upa b 1qu˚v “ a b 1
for all a P BpHq, hence v “ up1 b Xq for some unitary X P L8pGq. If v has associated
2-cocycle Ω1, it then follows from the projective representation identities for v and u that
Ω1 “ pX˚ bX˚qΩ∆pXq, so Ω and Ω1 are cohomologous.

3.1.11 Lemma. Let δ : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq be a measurable projective representation
on H. Assume that p P BpHq is a non-zero coinvariant projection, and let δp : BppHq Ñ
BppHqbL8pGq be the restriction of δ. Then δ is cleft if and only if δp is cleft. Moreover, if
δp is implemented by an Ω˚-representation v for some 2-cocycle Ω, then δ can be implemented
by some Ω˚-representation u such that uppb 1q “ ppb 1qu “ v.

Proof. Assume that δ is cleft, with implementing unitary u. Then as δppq “ p b 1, it fol-
lows immediately that u commutes with p, hence v “ pp b 1qu “ upp b 1q is a unitary in
BppHqbL8pGq implementing δp. This shows that δp is cleft.
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Conversely, assume that δp is cleft. Then BpHq contains a minimal projection e such that
δpeq and eb1 are unitarily equivalent in BpHqbM . The same reasoning as in Theorem 3.1.5
then shows that δ is cleft.
Assume now that v is a unitary in BppHqbL8pGq implementing δp and ru P BpHqbL8pGq a
unitary implementing δ. Assume that Ω is the 2-cocycle associated to v, and rΩ the 2-cocycle
associated to ru. Then it is easily seen that pp b 1qru is a rΩ˚-representation implementing δp.
Hence Ω and rΩ are cohomologous, say rΩ “ pX˚ b X˚qΩ∆pXq where rupp b 1q “ vp1 b Xq.
Hence u “ rup1bX˚q is an Ω˚-representation implementing δ with uppb 1q “ v. �

We can now generalize Theorem 3.1.5 to the infinite dimensional setting for continuous pro-
jective representations. As mentioned, we will later then strengthen this and show that this
holds in fact in general.

3.1.12 Theorem. Let G be a compact quantum group. Then any continuous projective
representation is cleft.

Proof. Assume that δ : KpHq Ñ KpHq b CpGq is a continuous projective representation.
Recall from Remark 2.3.5 that KpHqδ acts non-degenerately on H. Hence, as KpHqδ is a
(separable) C˚-algebra of compact operators, we can find an ascending sequence pi of finite
rank projections in KpHqδ converging strongly to 1. By Theorem 3.1.5 and Lemma 3.1.11, we
can find a 2-cocycle Ω P L8pGqbL8pGq and Ω˚-representations ui P KppiHq b L8pGq such
that ui implements δpi and such that uippj b 1q “ uj for j ď i. Then clearly the ui converge
σ-strongly to a unitary u P BpHqbL8pGq, and u is an Ω˚-representation implementing δ. �

Let now δ : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq be a measurable projective representation of G, and
consider in this setting the averaging operator:

Eδ : BpHq Ñ BpHq, x ÞÑ pidb hGqδpxq.

Then Eδ is a normal conditional expectation on BpHqδ, and it is well-known that then nec-
essarily BpHqδ is a (possibly infinite) direct sum of type I factors. In particular, BpHqδ con-
tains a minimal projection p, and δp is then an irreducible projective representation, meaning
BppHqδp “ Cp. This leads to the following:

3.1.13 Corollary. If G is of Kac type, then all measurable projective representations of G
are continuous, hence cleft.

Proof. Let δ : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq be a measurable projective representation of G. If pi
are a maximal set of orthogonal minimal projections in BpHqδ, then each δpi is an irreducible
projective representation. By [14, Corollary 5.2], it follows that each piH is finite dimensional,
and in particular each δpi is continuous. Since KpHq is the directed union of all KpqHq with
q a finite sum of pi, it follows that δ is continuous, and in particular cleft. �

Recall now that any compact quantum group allows a maximal compact quantum subgroup
of Kac type [38, Appendix A.1]. We will slightly modify this construction as follows.
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3.1.14 Lemma. Let G be a compact quantum group. Let p be the maximal properly infinite
projection of M “ L8pGq, and put q “ 1 ´ p. Then qM defines a von Neumann algebraic
compact quantum group of Kac type with coproduct ∆qpxq “ ∆pxqpq b qq.

We call qM the normal Kac quotient of M .

Proof. Note that pM “ tx P M | τpx˚xq “ 0 for all normal tracial states τu. Since the
convolution product of two normal tracial states is still a normal tracial state, it follows that
∆ descends to a coproduct ∆q on qM “ M{pM . We are to show that qM has an invariant
normal tracial state.
Note first that p is invariant under the scaling group and the unitary antipode. It follows that
pM X PolpGq is preserved under the antipode, hence PolpHq :“ qPolpGq – PolpGq{PolpGq X
pM is a Hopf ˚-algebra with respect to ∆q. As it spanned by matrix coefficients of finite-
dimensional corepresentations, it defines indeed a compact quantum group H. As PolpHq has
a separating family of tracial states by construction, it follows that H must be of Kac type.
Write π : PolpGq Ñ PolpHq for the natural quotient map, and consider N “ L8pHq. As H is
a compact quantum subgroup of G, we have a normal coaction α : M Ñ Mb̄N restricting
to pid b πq∆ on PolpGq. As the Haar state of H is tracial, α descends to a normal coaction
αq : qM Ñ qMb̄N . Moreover, we have

p∆q b idqαq “ pidb αqq∆q. (3.3)

Let E : qM Ñ qM be given by Epxq “ pid b hHqαqpxq, for all x P qM , where hH P N˚ is
the Haar state for H. Since E is normal and Epxq “ hHpxq1 for x P PolpHq, we have by
σ-weak density of PolpHq in qM that there exists a normal state hqM on qM with Epxq “
hqMpxq1, for all x P qM . From (3.3), it then easily follows that hqM is left invariant, i.e.
pidb hqMqp∆qpxqq “ hqMpxq, for all x P qM . As the unitary antipode of M descends to qM ,
we also have that qM has a right invariant normal state, hence pqM,∆qq defines a compact
quantum group in its own right. It is then clear that pqM,∆qq in fact equals L8pHq, and in
particular defines a compact quantum group of Kac type. �

We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section.

3.1.15 Theorem. Let G be a compact quantum group. Then all measurable projective rep-
resentations of G are cleft.

Proof. Let δ : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq be a measurable projective representation of G. To
show that δ is cleft, we may by the discussion before Corollary 3.1.13 assume that δ is ergodic.
As we are assuming that CpGq is separable, it then follows in particular that H is separable.
We can then moreover find a unique normal state Φ on BpHq such that Φpxq1 “ Eδpxq for
all x P BpHq. We necessarily have that Φ ď Tr, with Tr the usual trace of BpHq.
Let e be a minimal projection in BpHq. It is sufficient to show that δpeq and eb1 are unitarily
equivalent in BpHq bM , as we can then proceed as in Theorem 3.1.5.
Let p be the (central) maximal properly infinite projection of L8pGq, and put q “ 1´ p. We
are to show that δpeqp1 b pq „ e b p and δpeqp1 b qq „ e b q, where „ denotes Murray-von
Neumann equivalence.
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To show that δpeqp1bpq „ ebp, let us show first that δpeqp1bpq is properly infinite. Assume
this were not the case. Then there exists a non-zero semi-finite normal tracial weight τ on
pL8pGq with pTrb τqpδpeqp1bpqq ă 8. But the left hand side is larger than pΦb τqpδpeqp1b
pqq “ Φpeqτppq, which is infinite since p is maximally properly infinite and Φ is faithful. This
contradiction shows that δpeqp1b pq is necessarily properly infinite. Since δpeqp1bwq ‰ 0 for
any non-zero w, again using faithfulness of Φ, it follows that the properly infinite projections
δpeqp1b pq and eb p have the same central support 1b p, and hence δpeqp1b pq „ eb p.
To show that also δpeqp1 b qq „ e b q, we note that x ÞÑ δpxqp1 b qq defines a projective
representation of the Kac type compact quantum group pqL8pGq,∆qq. By Corollary 3.1.13
we have that this projective representation is necessarily cleft, which implies that δpeqp1bqq „
eb q. �

3.2. Measurable Ω-representations

We recall some of the results of [14], where by Theorem 3.1.15 we can restrict to the cleft
case.

3.2.1 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle on G. Let pu,Huq

be a measurable Ω-representation of G. A (closed) subspace E Ă H is called u-invariant if
ppE b 1quppE b 1q “ uppE b 1q, where pE denotes the orthogonal projection from H onto E.
We say that u is irreducible if the only u-invariant subspaces are p0q and Hu, and we say
that u is indecomposable if H cannot be written as a direct sum of two non-zero u-invariant
subspaces.
If pv,Hvq is another Ω-representation, an intertwiner between u and v is a linear bounded
operator T : Hu ÝÑ Hv such that pT b 1qu “ vpT b 1q. The space of all intertwiners between
u and v is denoted by HomGpu, vq. We write EndGpuq if u “ v.
We say that pu,Huq and pv,Hvq are (unitary) equivalent if HomGpu, vq contains a unitary
operator.

It is a straightforward computation, using that u and v are unitary, to show that T ˚ P
HomGpv, uq whenever T P HomGpu, vq. Then clearly EndGpuq is a von Neumann algebra.
Similar definitions can be stated for Ω˚-representations.

3.2.2 Definition. We denote by IrrpG,Ωq and by IrrpG,Ω˚q the set of all equivalence classes
of irreducible Ω-representations of G and the one of irreducible Ω˚-representations of G,
respectively.

If x P IrrpG,Ωq is such a class, we denote by ux P BpHxqbL
8pGq a representative of x, where

Hx denotes the Hilbert space on which ux acts. We put nx :“ dimpHxq, where possibly
nx “ 8. Notice that these notations are similar to the ones used for ordinary representations
of G, so that the context will explain in which situation the notations are used.
For further use, let us note here that if Ω is a 2-cocycle for G, then Ω˚ is a 2-cocycle for
Gop “ pCpGqop,∆q. Hence all arguments valid for Ω-representations are also valid for unitary
Ω˚-representations.
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Another way to link up Ω-representations with Ω˚-representations is given by the following
result.

3.2.3 Lemma. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle on G. Let u P

BpHqbL8pGq be a (measurable) Ω˚-representation on H, and put δ “ δu : BpHq Ñ BpHqbL8pGq
as in (3.1). With T “ BpHq, the unitary operator VT P BpL2pT qq b CpGq implementing the
action δ (recall Remark 2.3.8) can then be written as VT “ u13u

˝
23 P T b T op b CpGq, where

u˝ is an Ω-representation implementing δ in the sense of (3.2).

Proof. We have by construction that δptq “ uptb 1qu˚, for all t P T . On the other hand, we
have by Remark 2.3.8 that there exists a canonical unitary operator VT P BpL2pT qq b CpGq
implementing δ, that is, δptq “ VT ptb 1qV ˚T , for all t P T . Hence, for all t P T we write, upon
identifying TbT op – BpL2pT qq:

V ˚T u13ptb 1b 1q “ V ˚T δptq13 u13 “ ptb 1b 1qV ˚T u13,

which shows that there exists a unitary operator u˝ P T op bCpGq such that VT “ u13u
˝
23. As

VT is a corepresentation, it is easily seen that u˝ must necessearily be an Ω-representation.
Finally, we have by [43, Proposition 3.7.3] that pJT b pJGqVT pJT b pJGq “ V ˚T . Since pJG
implements the unitary antipode R, and since for x P T op we have JT p1 b xqJT “ x˚ b 1 by
definition, it then follows that for x P T op we have 1 b pu˝q˚px b 1qu˝ “ V ˚T p1 b x b 1qVT “
δpxq32. �

3.2.4 Corollary. There exists a canonical element XΩ P L
8pGq such that:

u˝ “ pj bRqpuqp1bX˚
Ωq

for all Ω˚-representations. Moreover, XΩ is then a coboundary between Ω and the 2-cocycle
rΩ “ pR b RqΩ˚21, so rΩ “ pX˚

Ω b X˚
ΩqΩ∆pXΩq. We obtain in particular a one-to-one

correspondence between Ω-representations and Ω˚-representations by the map u ÞÑ u˝ “
pj bRqpuqp1bX˚

Ωq.

Note that the fact that Ω and rΩ are canonically coboundary equivalent holds in the general
context of locally compact quantum groups, see [13, Proposition 6.3.(iii)], but we can give
in our setting an easier, more direct proof. It can be shown that the coboundary element
obtained here indeed coincides with the one from [13, Proposition 6.3.(iii)], but we refrain
from showing this explicitly.

Proof. If u is an Ω˚-representation, it is easily seen that u˝ and pj b Rqpuq both implement
the same left coaction on BpHqop, hence by Note 3.1.10 we have u˝ “ pj b Rqpuqp1 b X˚

uq

for some unitary Xu. It is also easily seen that δpjbRqpuq is cleft with associated 2-cocycle rΩ,
showing that Xu is a coboundary between Ω and rΩ.
It remains to show that Xu is independent of u. But by construction, it is easily shown that
pu‘ vq˝ “ u˝‘ v˝. It then follows that Xu “ Xu‘v “ Xv for any two Ω˚-representations u, v.
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Namely, by the previous discussion we have pjbRqpuq “ u˝p1bXuq, pjbRqpvq “ v˝p1bXvq

and pj bRqpu‘ vq “ pu‘ vq˝p1bXu‘vq, hence:

u˝p1bXuq ‘ v
˝
p1bXvq “ pj bRqpuq ‘ pj bRqpvq “ pj bRqpu‘ vq

“ pu‘ vq˝p1bXu‘vq “ pu
˝
‘ v˝qp1bXu‘vq

“ u˝p1bXu‘vq ‘ v
˝
p1bXu‘vq.

Multiplying both sides of this equation by p1bX˚
uq on the right, we obtain that u˝ ‘ v˝p1b

XvX
˚
uq “ u˝p1bXu‘vX

˚
uq‘v

˝p1bXu‘vX
˚
uq, hence Xu‘vX

˚
u “ 1 and XvX

˚
u “ Xu‘vX

˚
u ; which

yields Xu‘v “ Xu and Xv “ Xu‘v as claimed. �

3.2.5 Lemma (Twisted Schur’s lemma). If pu,Huq and pv,Hvq are two irreducible Ω-representations
(resp. Ω˚-representations) of G, then either u is not unitary equivalent to v and HomGpu, vq “
p0q; or u is unitary equivalent to v and HomGpu, vq is a 1-dimensional subspace of BpHu, Hvq.
In particular, EndGpuq “ C, and u is irreducible if and only if u is indecomposable.

Proof. Let us prove this for Ω˚-representations, the result for Ω-representations then follows
by considering pCpGqop,∆q.
Let u be an Ω˚-representation, and let E Ă Hu be an invariant closed subspace. Let pE be
the projection onto E. Let ω be a faithful normal state on BpHq. By possibly replacing ω by
pω b hGqδu, we may assume that pω b idqδupxq “ ωpxq1. The operator Vδu on L2pBpHq, ωq b
L2pGq sending Λωpxq b Λpaq to pΛω b Λqpδupxqp1 b aqq is a corepresentation implementing
δu by δupxq “ Vδupx b 1qV ˚δu . Then the invariance of E gives that ppE b 1qδuppEq “ δuppEq,
which implies ppEb1qVδuppEb1q “ VδuppEb1q. But it is well-known that this implies pEb1
commutes with Vδu . In particular, δuppEq “ pE b 1, so pE b 1 commutes with u.
It is now immediate that u is indecomposable if and only if it is irreducible, and that for u, v
irreducible one has that HomGpu, vq is either 0 or one-dimensional, the latter case occurring
if u and v are unitarily equivalent. �

3.2.6 Lemma. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle on G. Let pu,Huq and
pv,Hvq be two measurable Ω-representations of G.

i) If T : Hu ÝÑ Hv is a linear bounded operator, then the bounded linear operator S :“
pid b hGq

`

v˚pT b 1qu
˘

lies in HomGpu, vq. It is called average intertwiner with respect
to T .

ii) Every Ω-representation u of G decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible Ω-representations.

Proof. i) Assume that T P BpHu, Hvq. Clearly the linear operator S “ pidbhGq
`

v˚pTb1qu
˘

is a well-defined bounded operator. By definition of Ω-representation, we have

pidb Ω∆qpuq “ u12u13 and pidb Ω∆qpvq “ v12v13,

which, using the definition of Ω∆, can be written as:

pidb∆qpuq “ p1b Ω˚qu12u13 and pidb∆qpvq “ p1b Ω˚qv12v13.
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Apply the unital ˚-homomorphism pidb∆q to v˚pT b 1qu:

pidb∆q
`

v˚pT b 1qu
˘

“ pidb∆qpv˚qpT b 1qpidb∆qpuq
“ v˚13v

˚
12p1b ΩqpT b 1b 1qp1b Ω˚qu12u13

“ v˚13v
˚
12pT b 1b 1qu12u13.

Next, the G-invariance of the Haar state of G yields that pidbhGb idq
`

pidb∆q
`

v˚pT b
1qu

˘˘

“ S b 1. Also, we have:

pidb hG b idq
`

v˚13v
˚
12pT b 1b 1qu12u13

˘

“ v˚12

´

pidb hGq
`

v˚pT b 1qu
˘

¯

1
u12

“ v˚pS b 1qu

and the conclusion follows.

ii) If u is an Ω-representation, then the averaging operator BpHq Ñ EndGpuq “ BpHqδu
sending T to pid b hGq

`

u˚pT b 1qu
˘

is a normal conditional expectation onto EndGpuq,
as already observed, hence EndGpuq is a direct sum of type I-factors, proving that u is
a direct sum of irreducible Ω-representations.

�

Again, a similar statement holds for Ω˚-representations.

3.2.7 Remark. Let δ : BpHq ÝÑ BpHqbL8pGq be a measurable projective representation
on H with implementing unitary u. By the argument used in point iiq of Lemma 3.2.6, one
has a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all δ-invariant projections in BpHq and
the u-invariant subspaces of H. Accordingly, δ is ergodic if and only if u is irreducible. In
particular, δ is a torsion action of projective type (recall Theorem-Definition 2.4.4) if and
only if u is finite dimensional and irreducible.

To any 2-cocycle Ω one can associate a canonical Ω-representation.

3.2.8 Theorem-Definition (Projective regular representation). Let G be a compact quantum
group and Ω a 2-cocycle on G. Defining V Ω “ ΩVG, the following properties hold:

i) For all x P L8pGq and ξ P L2pGq we have V ΩpΛpxq b ξq “ Ω∆pxqpξG b ξq.

ii) For all x P L8pGq we have Ω∆pxq “ V Ωpxb 1qV ˚G .

iii) The following identity holds: pid b Ω∆qpV Ωq “ V Ω
12V

Ω
13, so V Ω P BpL2pGqqbL8pGq is an

Ω-representation.

iv) The following pentagonal equation holds: V Ω
12V

Ω
13pVGq23 “ V Ω

23V
Ω

12.

The unitary V Ω is called right projective regular representation of G on L2pGq with respect
to Ω or simply right Ω-regular representation of G on L2pGq.
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3.2.9 Remark. Similarly, defining WΩ “ WGΩ˚, we have that pWΩq˚pξbΛpxqq “ Ω∆pxqpξb
ξGq, for all x P L8pGq and ξ P L2pGq. For all x P L8pGq we have Ω∆pxq “ pWΩq˚p1b xqWG
and the pentagonal equation: pWGq12W

Ω
13W

Ω
23 “ WΩ

23W
Ω
12. Moreover, the following identity

holds: p∆Ω˚ b idqpW
Ωq “ WΩ

13W
Ω
23, so ΣWΩΣ is an Ω˚-projective representation.

The unitary WΩ is called left projective regular representation of G on L2pGq with respect
to Ω or simply left Ω˚-regular representation of G on L2pGq.

The following lemma follows from direct computations by using the relations from Theorem
2.2.6.

3.2.10 Lemma. Let Ω be a 2-cocycle for G. Given the canonical Kac system, pVG, UGq,
associated to G, the following identities hold:

i) prVGq12pV
Ωq13prVGq

˚
12 “ pV

Ωq13pVGq23.

ii) pV Ωq12prVGq23 “ prVGq23pV
Ωq12.

3.2.11 Lemma. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle on G. We have:

L8pGq – spanσ´weaklytpη b idqpV Ω
q | η P BpL2

pGqq˚u
“ spanσ´weaklytpidb ηqppWΩ

q
˚
q | η P BpL2

pGqq˚u.

Proof. Let us show the first identification. The second one follows analogously. Given x, y P
L8pGq consider the coordinate linear functional ωxξG,yξG P BpL2pGqq˚ and write the following:

xpωxξG,yξG b idqpV
Ω
qpξq, ξ1y “ xV Ω

pxξG b ξq, yξG b ξ
1
y

“ xΩ∆pxqpξG b ξq, yξG b ξ1y
“ xpy˚ b 1qΩ∆pxqpξG b ξq, ξG b ξ1y
“ xphG b idq

`

py˚ b 1qΩ∆pxq
˘

ξ, ξ1y,

for all ξ, ξ1 P L2pGq. Hence, pωxξG,yξGbidqpV Ωq “ phGbidq
`

py˚b1qΩ∆pxq
˘

, for all x, y P L8pGq.
It is enough to show that the linear span of these elements is σ-weakly dense in L8pGq.
As hG is a faithful normal state on L8pGq, it is in fact sufficient to show that the linear
span of elements of the form phG b idq

`

Ω∆pxqpy˚ b 1q
˘

is σ-weakly dense in L8pGq. But by
the cancellation property of ∆ we find immediately that Ω∆pL8pGqqpL8pGq b 1q is σ-weakly
dense in L8pGq b L8pGq, which yields the conclusion. �

A standard argument by combining the previous lemma and Lemma 3.2.6 yields the following
Peter-Weyl theorem.

3.2.12 Theorem (Twisted Peter-Weyl theorem I). Let G be a compact quantum group and
Ω a 2-cocycle. The right projective regular representation pV Ω, L2pGqq contains all irreducible
Ω-representations of G in its direct sum decomposition.

Following [14] we have a twisted version of the Schur’s orthogonality relations. This theorem
follows straightforwardly by applying Lemma 3.2.6.i) with respect to rank one operators.
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3.2.13 Theorem (Twisted Schur’s orthogonality relations). Let G be a compact quantum
group and Ω a 2-cocycle on G. Let tuxuxPIrrpG,Ωq be a complete set of mutually inequivalent,
irreducible Ω-representations, with fixed bases for the associated Hilbert spaces Hx. For each
x P IrrpG,Ωq there exists a positive trace class operator F x P BpHxq with zero kernel such
that the following orthogonality relations hold:

hG
`

puyklq
˚uxij

˘

“ δxyδljF
x
ik,

for every x, y P IrrpG,Ωq, i, j “ 1, . . . , nx and k, l “ 1, . . . , ny.

The matrix F x is nothing but the density matrix of the δux-invariant state ϕx with ϕxpT q “
phG b idqδpT q for T P BpHq, so ϕx “ TrpF x´q.
Given x P IrrpG,Ωq and the corresponding positive operator F x P BpHxq from the previous
theorem, we fix an orthonormal basis of Hx, tξxi ui“1,...,nx , that diagonalises F x. If F x

j P

R` denotes the eigenvalue of F x for the eigenvector ξxj , for every j “ 1, . . . , nx, then the
orthogonality relations become hG

`

puyklq
˚uxij

˘

“ δxyδkiδljF
x
k . Following these notations, we

obtain as an immediate corollary of the previous two theorems the following decomposition
for L2pGq.

3.2.14 Theorem (Twisted Peter-Weyl theorem II). Let G be a compact quantum group and
Ω a 2-cocycle on G. We have a unitary transformation L2pGq –

À

xPIrrpG,Ωq
Hx bHx such that

Λpuxijq ÞÑ
?
F x
i ξxi b ξ

x
j , for all j “ 1, . . . , nx, x P IrrpG,Ωq.

3.3. Continuous Ω-representations and 2-cocycles of finite type

We now consider a special type of measurable 2-cocycles.

3.3.1 Definition. We say that a 2-cocycle Ω on G is of finite type if there exists a finite
dimensional Ω-representation.

Not all 2-cocycles Ω are of finite type, see e.g. [14, Section 8] for an example of a 2-cocycle
which is not of finite type. These types of 2-cocycles will however be sufficient for our needs.
The following lemma shows that being of finite type is an ambidextrous notion.

3.3.2 Lemma. A 2-cocycle Ω is finite type if and only if there exists a finite dimensional
Ω˚-representation.

Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 3.2.4. �

Recall the notation introduced in (3.1) and (3.2).

3.3.3 Definition. Let Ω P L8pGqbL8pGq be a measurable 2-cocycle. We say that a mea-
surable Ω-representation (resp. Ω˚-representation) u is continuous if δu is a continuous right
(resp. left) projective representation.
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Note that this notion is strictly weaker than demanding that u PMpKpHqbCpGqq, which is a
too strong condition in practice. Note also that any Ω-representation on a finite dimensional
Hilbert space is automatically continuous.
We will show that continuous Ω-representations can only exist if Ω is of finite type, and that
then all Ω-representations are continuous.

3.3.4 Theorem (Twisted Maschke’s theorem). Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a
2-cocycle on G. Let pu,Huq and pv,Hvq be two continuous Ω-representations of G.

i) If T : Hu ÝÑ Hv is a linear compact operator, then the average intertwiner S with respect
to T is again compact.

ii) The C˚-algebra Du “ KpHuq
δu acts non-degenerately on Hu, that is, rDuHus “ Hu.

iii) If u is irreducible, then u is finite dimensional.

iv) Every continuous Ω-representation of G decomposes into a direct sum of finite dimen-
sional irreducible Ω-representations.

Proof. i) Assume that u is a continuous Ω-representation. If then T P KpHuq, we have that
the average S “ pid b hGq

`

u˚pT b 1qu
˘

“ phG b idqδupT q P KpHq. This proves the first
point when u “ v.

ii) This is just a special case of the observation in Remark 2.3.5.

iii) Since KpHqδ is necessarily non-trivial when H is infinite dimensional, it follows that u can
only be irreducible whenH is finite dimensional. A general continuous Ω-representation u
must then be a direct sum of finite dimensional (and hence continuous) Ω-representations.
It then also follows immediately that if u, v are continuous Ω-representations, an average
intertwiner with respect to an operator in KpHu, Hvq remains in this space, proving the
first point in general.

iv) The last point follows from iii) and Lemma 3.2.6.iii).
�

Note that the previous lemma shows in particular that the class of continuous Ω-representations
is stable under direct sums, which is not immediately obvious. By Remark 3.2.7, we more-
over see that pG is projective torsion-free if and only if all 2-cocycles of finite type on G are
cohomologous to the trivial one.

3.3.5 Theorem. Let G be a compact quantum group, and let Ω be a 2-cocycle. Then the
following are equivalent:

i) There exists a continuous Ω-representation.

ii) Ω is of finite type.

iii) All irreducible Ω-representations are finite dimensional.
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Moreover, if one (hence any) of these conditions hold, then all Ω-representations of G are
continuous.

Proof. The implication i) ñ ii) follows from Theorem 3.3.4.iv). The implication ii) ñ iii)
follows from [14, Proposition 4.3]. The implication iii) ñ i) is trivial, and the final statement
follow from Lemma 3.2.6.iii). �

3.3.6 Corollary. Assume that Ω P CpGq b CpGq is a continuous 2-cocycle. Then Ω is of
finite type.

Proof. In this case we have that the right regular projective representation V Ω PMpKpL2pGqqb
CpGqq, so a fortiori the associated projective representation is continuous. By the previous
theorem, this forces Ω to be of finite type. �

Assume now again that Ω is a general measurable 2-cocycle. Then clearly

Ω∆Ω˚ : L8pGq Ñ L8pGqbL8pGq, x ÞÑ Ω∆pxqΩ˚

defines a coassociative coproduct on L8pGq. It follows from [13] that pL8pGq, Ω∆Ω˚q is again
a locally compact quantum group. It need not necessarily be compact, as the example in [11]
shows. However, one has the following theorem as a particular case of Proposition 4.3.2 in
[14].

3.3.7 Theorem. Let G be a compact quantum group and let Ω be a 2-cocycle. Then the
couple pL8pGq, Ω∆Ω˚q defines a compact quantum group if and only if Ω is of finite type.

We will use the notation pL8pGΩq,∆GΩq “ pL
8pGq, Ω∆Ω˚q. We denote CpGΩq Ď L8pGΩq for

the associated reduced C˚-algebra, and PolpGΩq for the polynomial Hopf ˚-subalgebra.
By standard von Neumann algebra theory [41, Theorem IX.1.14], there is a canonical iden-
tification L2pGΩq – L2pGq intertwining in particular the modular conjugations JGΩ and JG
and the left action of L8pGq. In the following, we will then simply identify L2pGΩq – L2pGq.

3.3.8 Remark. An interesting situation where GΩ is always compact is when G is of Kac
type (see [14, Proposition 5.1]). More precisely, by [14, Proposition 4.3] it follows that any
2-cocycle of a compact quantum group of Kac type is of finite type.

In [14, Proposition 4.3], the language of Galois co-objects is used (in the measurable setting),
of which pL8pGq, Ω∆q is a particular case, see Example 1.20 in [14]. Although we are able to
avoid this more abstract theory in the measurable setting, it is necessary to use this formalism
in the C˚-algebraic and algebraic setting, due to the fact that most 2-cocycles are in practice
not cohomologous to continuous or algebraic ones, even when of finite type, and that in
general one can expect CpGΩq ‰ CpGq inside L8pGq.
Let us provide now some more information on the relation between PolpGq and PolpGΩq.

3.3.9 Definition. Let Ω be a 2-cocycle of finite type. We denote by PolpG,Ωq Ă L8pGq the
linear span of matrix coefficients of all irreducible Ω-representations of G, and by CpG,Ωq its
normclosure.
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By Lemma 3.2.11 and Theorem 3.3.4.iv), it follows that PolpG,Ωq is σ-weakly dense in L8pGq.
Contrary to the ordinary case when Ω “ 1 b 1, PolpG,Ωq is not a Hopf ˚-algebra. More
precisely, it is a coalgebra but not an algebra. However, PolpG,Ωq will be a PolpGΩq-PolpGq-
bimodule (and in fact bimodule coalgebra) such that:

PolpG,Ωq˚PolpG,Ωq “ PolpGq, PolpG,ΩqPolpG,Ωq˚ “ PolpGΩq.

Indeed, if u is a finite dimensional Ω-representation and v a finite dimensionalG-representation,
then u13v23 is a finite dimensional Ω-representation, showing that PolpG,Ωq is a right PolpGq-
module. We obtain then for example the equality PolpG,Ωq˚PolpG,Ωq “ PolpGq as clearly
the left hand side is a σ-weakly dense ˚-subbialgebra of L8pGq. The analogous properties for
CpG,Ωq then follow immediately.
From Theorem 3.2.13, we also deduce the following.

3.3.10 Corollary. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle of finite type on
G. The set of matrix coefficients of all representatives of irreducible Ω-representations of G
(with respect to fixed bases) form a basis for PolpG,Ωq.

3.4. Example: q-deformations of compact connected Lie groups

In order to illustrate the previous theory, let us study the projective representations of q-
deformations of connected semisimple compact Lie groups. If G is such a group which is in
addition simply connected, and q ą 0, we denote by Gq the Drinfeld-Jimbo q-deformation of
G, which is a compact quantum group [31, Section 2.4]. We put G1 :“ G.
First of all, it is important to say that the measurable 2-cohomology of Gq, i.e. the set of all
2-cocycles of Gq up to coboundaries, can be hard to determine. Indeed, this is already the
case for Gq :“ SUqp2q, for which the measurable 2-cohomology contains at least 3 elements
[15], but where to the best knowledge of the authors, it is open to decide whether this is
sharp.
Therefore, it is more reasonable to consider projective representations of Gq with respect
to a finite type 2-cocycle. Then we restrict our attention to irreducible ones by Theorem
3.3.4, which are finite dimensional. In this case, we recall that {SUqp2q is torsion-free [47]. In
particular, {SUqp2q is projective torsion-free, which in our language means that all 2-cocycles of
finite type on SUqp2q are cohomologous to the trivial one. In other words, all finite dimensional
irreducible projective representations of SUqp2q are trivial. This example can be generalised
as follows.

3.4.1 Theorem. Let G be a connected simply connected semisimple compact Lie group. Given
a parameter q ą 0, xGq is torsion-free.

Proof. This is shown in [22, Theorem 5.3]. �

Related to SUqp2q there is the q-deformation of the rotation group, SOqp3q. As indicated in
Examples 2.4.3, {SOqp3q is not projective torsion-free and its projective representation can be
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viewed as a q-deformation of the projective representation of SOp3q associated to its universal
cover SUp2q. Moreover, this projective representation is unique up to equivariant Morita
equivalence (Example 2.4.6). As in the classical situation, one has SOqp3q “ SUqp2q{Z2 [36].
This example can be generalised as follows.
Let G be a connected semisimple compact Lie group and q ą 0. We denote by rG the
universal cover of G. Recall that there exists a central (finite) subgroup Γ ă rG such that
G – rG{Γ. Observe that Zp rGq Ă ZpMpc0p

p

rGqqqq. Hence given any central subgroup Γ ă Zp rGq,
it is legitimate to consider the quotient quantum group rGq{Γ. In this way we can define q-
deformations of connected semisimple compact Lie groups which are not necessarily simply
connected by putting Gq :“ p rG{Γqq :“ rGq{Γ.
Coming back to the classical case SOp3q – SUp2q{Z2, recall that (finite dimensional) ir-
reducible representations of SUp2q are classified by positive integers. The following is a
well-known fact from representation theory of compact Lie groups. If xpnq P IrrpSUp2qq with
n an odd positive integer, then xpnq descends to an ordinary (finite dimensional) representa-
tion of SOp3q. If xpnq P IrrpSUp2qq with n an even positive integer, then xpnq descends to
a projective (finite dimensional) representation of SOp3q. This establish a one-to-one corre-
spondence between irreducible projective representations of SOp3q and ordinary irreducible
representations of SUp2q. The same correspondence holds for connected semisimple compact
Lie groups. The following theorem generalises these results for q-deformations.

3.4.2 Theorem. Let G be a connected non-simply connected semisimple compact Lie group.
Given a paramenter q ą 0, pGq is not projective torsion-free and there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between finite dimensional irreducible representations of rGq and finite dimensional
irreducible projective representations of Gq.

Proof. First of all, since Γ is a central subgroup of rGq, it is a normal quantum subgroup of rGq.
Therefore, the left coset space rGq{Γ defines a compact quantum group. Moreover, one has
that the dual of rGq{Γ is a discrete quantum subgroup of the dual of rGq (cf. [49, Proposition
2.1]), i.e. Cp rGq{Γq embeds into Cp rGqq intertwining the co-multiplications.
Assume that δ : BpHq Ñ BpHq b CpGqq is a finite dimensional irreducible projective repre-
sentation of Gq “ rGq{Γ. By composing with the inclusion Cp rGq{Γq Ă Cp rGqq, we obtain a
finite dimensional irreducible projective representation of rGq, say rδ : BpHq Ñ BpHqbCp rGqq.
However, by virtue of Theorem 3.4.1, the dual of rGq is in particular projective torsion-free.
Hence there exists a finite dimensional irreducible representation u of rGq such that rδ “ Adpuq.

Conversely, assume that u P BpHq b Cp rGqq is a finite dimensional irreducible representation
of rGq. If we denote by ρ : Cp rGqq � CpΓq the surjective ˚-homomorphism realising Γ as a
subgroup of rGq, then it is clear that pid b ρqpuq is a finite dimensional representation of Γ.
But since the ug for g P Γ then commute with all pidb ωqpuq for ω P Cp rGqq

˚, by centrality of
Γ, it follows by irreducibility of u that pidbρqpuq “ 1bc for some group-like unitary in CpΓq.
In particular, pidbρqpupxb1qu˚q “ xb1 for all x P BpHq, showing that δ :“ Adpuq is a well-
defined ˚-homomorphism defining a finite dimensional irreducible projective representation of
Gq. �
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4. Twisted Baaj-Skandalis duality

We study the construction of a twisted crossed product by a compact quantum group based on
the notion of twisted dynamical system. Twisted C˚-algebras associated to classical locally
compact groups and, more generally, twisted crossed products with respect to a 2-cocycle
have been studied in the literature by several hands (standard references are [34, 7]). The
more general framework of locally compact quantum groups has been addressed for instance
in [51, 32], see also the work of S. Vaes and L. Vainerman in the von Neumann algebraic
setting [44].
In this paper, we focus on the case of compact quantum groups. First, we relate the regularity
of a 2-cocycle as defined in [32] to our notion of being of finite type. Then we study twisted
crossed products coming from projective representations. We end by considering a twisted
version of the Takesaki-Takai duality and the Baaj-Skandalis duality.
The contents of this section have been initially inspired by [37].

4.1. Twisted group C˚-algebras and regularity

4.1.1 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a measurable 2-cocycle on G.
The twisted reduced C˚-algebra of G with respect to Ω is the C˚-algebra defined by:

C˚r pG,Ωq ” c0ppG,Ωq :“ C˚xpidb ηqpV Ω
q | η P BpL2

pGqq˚qy Ă BpL2
pGqq.

The following result can be found in [8, Lemma 4.9] when G is discrete, but is valid for general
regular locally compact quantum groups as was already remarked in [32]. As we are using a
slightly different setup (on which we will comment after the lemma) we include a proof for G
compact, following a different path.

4.1.2 Lemma. We have an equality C˚r pG,Ωq “ rtpidbηqpV Ωq | η P BpL2pGqq˚us. Moreover,
C˚r pG,Ωq acts non-degenerately on L2pGq.

Proof. By a direct computation, we have pidbηqpV ΩqΛpxq “ ΛppidbηqpΩ∆pxqqq for x P L8pGq
and η P L8pGq˚. By Lemma 3.2.11 and the fact that V Ω P BpL2pGqqbL8pGq, we have that
rtpidb ηqpV Ωq | η P BpL2pGqq˚us “ rtpidb ωΛpuyrsq,ξGqpV

Ωq | y P IrrpG,Ωq, 1 ď r, s ď nyu. But
a direct computation using the twisted orthogonality relations in Theorem 3.2.13 shows that
with respect to the basis in Theorem 3.2.14 we have that:

pF x
r q
´1
pidb ωΛpuyrsq,ξGqpV

Ω
qpξxi b ξ

x
j q “ δx,yδs,jξ

x
i b ξ

x
r . (4.1)

Hence rtpidbηqpV Ωq | η P BpL2pGqq˚us forms a C˚-algebra acting non-degenerately on L2pGq,
and we moreover obtain the following corollary. �

4.1.3 Corollary (Twisted Peter-Weyl theorem III). Let G be a compact quantum group and
Ω a 2-cocycle. Then we have a C˚-isomorphism C˚r pG,Ωq –

Àc0

xPIrrpG,Ωq
KpHxq.
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Denoting l8ppG,Ωq “ LpG,Ωq “ C˚r pG,Ωq2, we then also have that l8ppG,Ωq –
Àl8

xPIrrpG,Ωq
BpHxq.

4.1.4 Remark. It follows from Corollary 3.2.4 that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between projective representations of G and GΩ, where we assume that Ω is of finite type and
hence GΩ compact. First of all, Θ :“ Ω˚ is then easily seen to be a 2-cocycle of finite type
for GΩ with pGΩqΩ˚ “ G. If then u is a Ω-representation of G, it is also a Θ˚-representation
of GΩ, leading to the left projective GΩ-representation δupaq “ upab 1qu˚ for a P BpHuq. By
Corollary 3.2.4, we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between Ω-representations of GΩ and
Ω˚-representations of G.

4.1.5 Remark. We can also relate the regular representations of G and GΩ. Indeed, since
L8pGq “ L8pGΩq, we can canonically identify L2pGΩq and L2pGq, and by [13, Proposition
5.4] the right regular representation of the twisted quantum group is given by Ω˚VGΩ “ pJ b

ĴX˚
ΩqpΩVGq˚pJ b Ĵq. To see that we can use here the same Ω as before, it is sufficient

to calculate that pΩ˚VGΩq
˝ “ ΩVG (after identifying L2pGq with L2pGq by J), that is that

VBpL2pGqq “ Ω˚13pVGΩq13Ω23pVGq23, where BpL2pGqq carries the coaction AdΩ˚VGΩ
. This can be

verified using the techniques of [13]. Alternatively, one can also follow more directly the proof
of Proposition 4.1.5 of [14].
In any case, from the above we immediately get that C˚r pGΩ,Ω˚q “ JC˚r pG,ΩqJ . Analogously,
we have Ω˚W ˚

GΩ
“ pXΩĴ b JqWGΩ˚pĴ b Jq.

4.1.6 Remark. In [32, Theorem 2.1], a different twisted group C˚-algebra is introduced, which
we will write C˚r pΩ,Gq :“ rpω b idqpWΩ˚qs. Indeed, by a similar computation to (4.1.2), we
obtain that:

pF x
s F

x
r q
´1{2

pωΛpuyrsq,ξG b idqppW
Ω
q
˚
qξxi b ξ

x
j “ δx,yδi,rξ

x
s b ξ

x
j , (4.2)

so that also C˚r pΩ,Gq forms a C˚-algebra, isomorphic to the direct sum
Àc0

xPIrrpG,Ωq
KpHxq, whose

σ-weak closure equals the commutant l8ppG,Ωq1. In fact, using that V “ p pJ b pJqW ˚
21p

pJ b pJq,
we see that pJC˚r pΩ,Gq pJ “ C˚r pG, rΩq, with rΩ as in Corollary 3.2.4. It hence follows (cf. [32,
Proposition 3.12]) that C˚r pΩ,Gq “ XΩ pJC˚r pG,Ωq pJX˚

Ω.

4.1.7 Example. Let us briefly relate the above construction to the classical setting. Let G be
a classical compact group. Let ω : G ˆ G ÝÑ S1 be a (measurable) 2-cocycle on G, that is,
ωpx, yqωpxy, zq “ ωpx, yzqωpy, zq for all x, y, z P G. By passing to a cohomologous 2-cocycle,
we may without loss of generality assume that ω is normalized, so ωpe, xq “ 1 “ ωpx, eq
for all x P G. If ρ denotes the right regular representation of G, then the right ω-regular
representation of G on L2pGq is the map:

ρω : G ÝÑ BpL2
pGqq, g ÞÝÑ ρωg , ρωg pfqpxq :“ ωpx, gqρgpfqpxq “ ωpx, gqfpxgq,

for all f P L2pGq and x P G. A direct computation shows that ρω is a ω-representation of G
on L2pGq. The corresponding Peter-Weyl theory can be obtained in this context (for instance,
see [10] for more details). The twisted reduced C˚-algebra of G with respect to ω is defined
as the C˚-algebra C˚r pG,ωq :“ r

ş

G
fpgqρωpgqdg | f P CpGqus.
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Let us now relate the notion of ‘being of finite type’ to the regularity of a 2-cocycle. This
will be essential for the twisted Takesaki-Takai duality in the next section. For what follows,
we recall that C pV q :“ rtpidb ηqpΣV q | η P BpHq˚us for any V P BpH bHq. Regularity of a
multiplicative unitary was introduced by S. Baaj and G. Skandalis in [5]. By analogy to [5],
we define regularity of Ω in terms of regularity of the unitary V Ω. We will see (Remarks 4.1.10
below) that our notion of regularity for a 2-cocycle coincides with the one by S. Neshveyev
and L. Tuset in [32].

4.1.8 Definition. A 2-cocycle Ω is called regular if C pV Ωq “ KpL2pGqq.

4.1.9 Theorem. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a (measurable) 2-cocycle on G.

i) The set C pV ΩqC pV Ωq is linearly dense in C pV Ωq. In particular, C pV Ωq is an algebra.
Moreover, C pV Ωq acts non-degenerately on L2pGq, so rC pV ΩqL2pGqs “ L2pGq.

ii) The 2-cocycle Ω is regular if and only if Ω is of finite type.

iii) We have spantUGCpGqUG ¨ C
˚
r pG,Ωqu “ KpL2pGqq if and only if Ω is of finite type.

Proof. i) Applying the definition of C pV Ωq together with the pentagonal equation satisfied
by V Ω from Theorem 3.2.8, we write the following:

spantC pV Ω
qC pV Ω

qu “ spantpidb ηqpΣV Ω
q ¨ pidb η1qpΣV Ω

q | η, η1 P BpL2
pGqq˚u

“ spantpidb η1 b ηqpΣ13V
Ω

13Σ12V
Ω

12q | η, η
1
P BpL2

pGqq˚u
“ spantpidb η1 b ηqpΣ13Σ12V

Ω
23V

Ω
12q | η, η

1
P BpL2

pGqq˚u
“ spantpidb η1 b ηqpΣ13Σ12V

Ω
12V

Ω
13pVGq23q | η, η

1
P BpL2

pGqq˚u
“ spantpidb η1 b ηqpΣ23Σ13V

Ω
12V

Ω
13pVGq23q | η, η

1
P BpL2

pGqq˚u
“ spantpidb η1 b ηqpΣ23V

Ω
32Σ13V

Ω
13pVGq23q | η, η

1
P BpL2

pGqq˚u
“ spantpidb η1 b ηqpΣ23Σ23V

Ω
23Σ23Σ13V

Ω
13pVGq23q | η, η

1
P BpL2

pGqq˚u
“ spantpidb η1 b ηqpV Ω

23Σ23Σ13V
Ω

13pVGq23q | η, η
1
P BpL2

pGqq˚u
p˚q
“ spantpidb η2qpΣV Ω

q | η2 P BpL2
pGqq˚u

“ C pV Ω
q,

where η2 P BpL2pGqq˚ is defined by η2paq :“ pη1bηqpV ΩΣp1baqVGq, for all a P BpL2pGqq;
and p˚q follows from the fact that the vector space generated by these functionals is dense
in BpL2pGqq˚.
To see that C pV Ωq acts non-degenerately, take ζ P pC pV ΩqL2pGqqK. For every ξ, ξ1, x P
L2pGq we have 0 “ xζ, pidbωξ,ξ1pΣV Ωqpxqqy “ xζbξ,ΣV Ωpxbξ1qy. Since ΣV Ω is a unitary
in BpL2pGq b L2pGqq so surjective, the above equality implies pC pV ΩqL2pGqqK “ p0q.

ii) By Theorem 3.2.13, the set tpid b ωΛpuy
kl
q,ΛpaqqpΣV Ωq | y P IrrpG,Ωq, k, l “ 1, . . . , ny, a P

PolpGqu is dense in C pV Ωq. Given uxij P PolpG,Ωq we compute with the help of the
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twisted orthogonality relations from Theorem 3.2.13 that for ζ P L2pGq:

xζ, pidb ωΛpuy
kl
q,ΛpaqqpΣV Ω

qΛpuxijqy “ xΛpu
y
klq b ζ, V

Ω
pΛpuxijq b Λpaqqy

“ xΛpuyklq b ζ,∆Ωpu
x
ijqpξG b Λpaqqy

“ xΛpuyklq b ζ,
`

nx
ÿ

r“1
uxir b u

x
rj

˘

pξG b Λpaqqy

“

nx
ÿ

r“1
hG

`

puyklq
˚uxir

˘

xζ, λpuxrjqΛpaqy

“ F x
k δx,yδk,ixζ, λpu

x
ljqΛpaqy,

so with respect to the orthonormal basis of Theorem 3.2.14 we have:

pF x
k q
´1
pidb ωΛpuy

kl
q,ΛpaqqpΣV Ω

qpF x
i q
´1{2Λpuxijq “ δx,yδk,ipF

x
l q
´1{2λpuxljqΛpaq. (4.3)

Assume now that Ω is regular. Taking a “ 1, we see from the above that pid b
ωΛpuy

kl
q,ξGqpΣV Ωq is of the form T xrs b 1 for some non-zero operator T xrs with respect to

the model L2pGq – ‘xPIrrpG,ΩqHx b Hx. As this operator needs to be compact, we see
that all nx need to be finite, hence Ω is of finite type.
Conversely, if Ω is of finite type, we see from the above computation (and the fact that
the operators Λpbq ÞÑ Λpbaq are bounded for a P PolpGq) that C pV Ωq Ă KpL2pGqq.
To see that this is an equality, it is sufficient to show that the commutant C pV Ωq1 “

C. Now if x P C pV Ωq1, then in particular x commutes with all pid b ωΛpuy
kl
q,ξGqpΣV Ωq,

and it follows from the above computation and (4.1) that x P l8ppG,Ωq. On the other
hand, the computation above also shows that then x P ρpL8pGqq1 “ L8pGq, hence
x P l8ppG,Ωq X L8pGq. But by Remark 4.1.6, this implies pWΩq˚p1 b xqWΩ “ 1 b x,
hence Ω∆Ω˚pxq “ 1b x and so x P C.

iii) By (4.1) we see that C˚r pG,Ωq is formed by compact operators if and only if Ω is of finite
type. Hence spantUGCpGqUG ¨ C

˚
r pG,Ωqu Ă KpL2pGqq if and only if Ω is of finite type.

To see that this is an equality if Ω is of finite type, we can follow as similar strategy as
in ii). Alternatively, conjugating with pJ and taking into account Remark 4.1.6, we see
that we have an inclusion C˚r pΩ,GqJCpGqJ Ď KpL2pGqq, and this must be an equality
by the discussion following [32, Definition 2.9]. Conjugating back with pJ , we see that
spantUGCpGqUG ¨ C

˚
r pG,Ωqu “ KpL2pGqq.

�

4.1.10 Remarks. i) As follows from the end of the above proof, our notion of regularity
indeed coincides with the notion of regularity of a 2-cocycle as introduced in [32, Definition
2.9].

ii) Up to unitary conjugation, our operator V Ω also coincides with the operator ΣpV 1
21q

˚Σ
with V 1

21 as it appears in [3, Proposition 2.44]. It hence follows from that result that Ω
is regular if and only if GΩ is regular, and hence that GΩ is never regular if Ω is not of
finite type. It is unclear at the moment if in general GΩ is semi-regular (this holds in all
known cases). By [3, Proposition 2.44], this is equivalent to KpL2pGqq Ď C pV Ωq.
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The following proposition is a straightforward adaptation of [32, Proposition 2.3] to our
setting.

4.1.11 Proposition. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle. Then the twisted
reduced C˚-algebra C˚r pG,Ωq is a right pG-C˚-algebra with action αΩ defined by:

αΩ
pxq “ ΣpV Ω

q
˚
p1b xqV ΩΣ,

for all x P C˚r pG,Ωq.

Proof. Given x P C˚r pG,Ωq, assume without loss of generality that x :“ pidbηqpV Ωq for some
η P BpL2pGqq˚. Then, with the help of the pentagonal equation satisfied by V Ω (see Theorem-
Definition 3.2.8), we have αΩpxq “ pidbidbηqV Ω

23pVGq13 P ĂMpc0ppGqbC˚r pG,Ωqq, which shows
that αΩ is well-defined as a (injective) ˚-homomorphism C˚r pG,Ωq ÝÑ ĂMpc0ppGqbC˚r pG,Ωq).
Next, we are going to show that αΩ defines an action of pG on C˚r pG,Ωq. On the one hand, since
the elements of the form x “ pidb ηqpV Ωq P C˚r pG,Ωq with η P CpGq˚ are dense in C˚r pG,Ωq,
then the previous computation shows also that the subspace αΩpC˚r pG,Ωqqpc0ppGqb1q is dense
in c0ppGqbC˚r pG,Ωq. On the other hand, applying idbαΩ and p∆b id to the above expression,
we obtain pid b αΩqαΩpxq “ pid b id b id b ηqV Ω

34pVGq24pVGq14 “ pp∆ b idqαΩpxq by a direct
computation. �

4.1.12 Remark. By the formula βΩpxq :“ pV Ωq˚p1 b xqV Ω for x P C˚r pG,Ωq, we can also
view pC˚r pG,Ωq, βΩq as a (left) pGcop-C˚-algebra.

4.2. Twisted crossed products

In this section, we consider twisted crossed products, cf. again [32]. We start however from
the twisted side, and work our way back to the original compact quantum group. As to spare
the reader a battle with conventions, we spell out some of the details particular to our setting.

4.2.1 Definition. A (measurable) left twisted dynamical system is the data pG, A, δ,Ωq where
G is a compact quantum group, Ω is a 2-cocycle of finite type on G, A is a C˚-algebra and
δ : A ÝÑ Ab CpGΩq is left action of GΩ.

We write G pδ,Ωq
ñ A, and say that δ is a twisted action of G on A with respect to Ω or simply

that δ is an Ω-action of G on A. We say that pA, δq is a left Ω-G-C˚-algebra if moreover δ is
injective.

4.2.2 Definition. Let pG, A, δ,Ωq be a twisted dynamical system. The twisted reduced crossed
product of A by G with respect to pδ,Ωq, denoted by A ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G, is the C˚-algebra defined by:

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G :“ C˚xpidb λqδpAqp1b C˚r pG,Ωqqy Ă LApAb L
2
pGqq.

4.2.3 Note. To lighten the notation, we will omit the representation λ appearing in the defi-
nition of A ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G. Note that our convention of writing G on the right in the crossed product

notation is in line with the notation followed e.g. in [2].
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4.2.4 Lemma. We have A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G “ spantδpAqp1b C˚r pG,Ωqqu.

Proof. It is enough to show that

rp1b C˚r pG,ΩqqδpAqs Ă rδpAqp1b C˚r pG,Ωqqs (4.4)

But, using the implementation of Ω∆ “ Ω ¨∆ in terms of VG and V Ω, the compatibility of δ
with ∆ as a twisted action of G on A yields that p1b pidb ηqpV Ωqqδpaq “ pidb idb ηq

`

pδ b
idqδpaqp1 b V Ωq

˘

“ lim
ř

i δpaiqp1 b pid b η ¨ uiqpV
Ωqq, for all a P A and all η P BpL2pGqq˚,

where δpaq “ lim
ř

i ai b ui. This proves (4.4). �

As a consequence, the maps A ÝÑ LApA b L2pGqq and C˚r pG,Ωq ÝÑ LApA b L2pGqq given
by a ÞÑ δpaq and x ÞÑ 1 b x, send A and C˚r pG,Ωq respectively onto non-degenerate C˚-
subalgebras of MpA ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
Gq.

4.2.5 Example. We note that both Definition 4.2.1 and Definition 4.2.2 are natural dual
versions of the classical framework. Let G be a classical compact group and A a unital C˚-
algebra. Given a Borel measurable map ω : GˆG ÝÑ UpAq, a ω-action of G on A is a map
α : G ÝÑ AutpAq such that αg1 ˝ αg2 “ Adωpg1,g2q ˝ αg1g2 for all g1, g2 P G; ωpx, yqωpxy, zq “
αx

`

ωpy, zq
˘

ωpx, yzq for all x, y, z P G and ωpx, eq “ 1 “ ωpe, xq for all x P G. Consider the
vector space of continuous functions on G with values in A equipped with the usual point-wise
operations, CpG,Aq. We define the twisted convolution product on CpG,Aq with respect to
ω by:

pf ˚
ω
gqpxq :“

ż

G

fpyqαy
`

gpy´1xq
˘

ωpy, y´1xqdy,

for all f, g P CpG,Aq and x P G. We define the twisted involution on CpG,Aq with respect
to ω by:

f
˚
ωpxq :“ ωpx, x´1

qαx
`

fpx´1
q
˚
˘

,

for all f P CpG,Aq and x P G. Straightforward computations show that CpG,Aq is a ˚-algebra
with the product and involution above. Next, by applying standard arguments (analogous to
the untwisted case) we find that pL2pGqbH0, π, λ

ωq is a faithful covariant ω-representation of
pA,αq, where π : A ÝÑ BpL2pGqbH0q is such that πpaqpfbξqpxq :“

´

fbπ0pαx´1paqqpξq
¯

pxq,
for all a P A, f P L2pGq, ξ P H0, x P G; and pπ0, H0q is any faithful representation of A. Thus
we define the reduced twisted crossed product by A ¸

r,pα,ωq
G :“ pπ, λωqpCpG,Aqq||¨||BpL2pG,H0qq and

one shows that this definition does not depend on the faithful representation π0. Alternatively,
we have A ¸

r,pα,ωq
G :“ spantαpAqp1bC˚r pG,ωqqu, where the action G α

ñ A is viewed as a map

α : A ÝÑMpAb CpGqq ãÑ LApAb L
2pGqq.

Specially interesting is the case when ω is scalar valued (that is, ω takes its values on S1 –

S1 ¨ 1A), then ω is a usual (normalized) 2-cocycle on G and α a group homomorphism. In
this case, we observe that these constructions yield the usual C˚-algebras: if ω “ 1, we have
A ¸

r,pα,ωq
G “ A ¸

r,α
G; if α is trivial, we have A ¸

r,pα,ωq
G “ Ab C˚r pG,ωq.
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4.2.6 Proposition-Definition. Let pG, A, δ,Ωq be a twisted dynamical system. The twisted
reduced crossed product, A ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G, is a pGcop-C˚-algebra with action pGcop pδ

ñ A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G such

that:
pδ
`

δpaqp1b xq
˘

“ pδpaq b 1q
`

1b pV Ω
q
˚
p1b xqV Ω˘,

for all a P A and all x P C˚r pG,Ωq. The action pGcop pδ
ñ A ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G is called twisted dual action

of pδ,Ωq or Ω-dual action of δ.

Proof. Let us consider the unitary rVG as in Theorem-Definition 2.2.6. We are going to show
that pδ can be written as a conjugation by 1 b rVG. Given x P C˚r pG,Ωq, assume without
loss of generality that x :“ pid b ηqpV Ωq for some η P CpGq˚. On the one hand, using the
pentagonal equation satisfied by V Ω (see Theorem-Definition 3.2.8) and Lemma 3.2.10, a
direct computation shows that pV Ωq˚p1bxqV Ω “ rVGpxb1qrV ˚G . On the other hand, Theorem-
Definition 2.2.6 guarantees that rVGpy b 1qrV ˚G “ y b 1, for all y P CpGq2 “ L8pGq Ě CpGΩq.
Combining these two expressions, it is easy to see that pδpaq b 1q

`

1 b pV Ωq˚p1 b xqV Ω˘ “

p1 b rVGq
`

δpaqp1 b xq b 1
˘

p1 b rV ˚G q, for all a P A and all x P C˚r pG,Ωq. In other words, these
expressions show that the formula of the statement defines a (injective) ˚-homomorphism
A ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G ÝÑ ĂMppA ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
Gq b c0ppGqq given precisely by pδpzq “ p1b rVGqpz b 1qp1b rV ˚G q, for

all z P A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G. It remains to show that pδ defines an action of pG on A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G. On the one

hand, the density condition for pδ is obtained as follows:
”

pδpA ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

Gqp1b c0ppGqq
ı

“

”

pδpAq b 1q
`

1b pV Ω
q
˚
p1b C˚r pG,ΩqqV Ω˘

p1b 1b c0ppGqq
ı

p˚q
“

”

pδpAq b 1q
`

1b C˚r pG,Ωq b c0ppGq
˘

ı

“ pA ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

Gq b c0ppGq,

where in p˚q we use Remark 4.1.12. On the other hand, the compatibility of pδ with p∆cop is
obtained by a direct computation using again Remark 4.1.12. �

To end this section, let us introduce the following nomenclature for a special type of quantum
dynamical systems.

4.2.7 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle of finite type on G.
Let H be a Hilbert space. A left twisted dynamical system pG,KpHq, δ,Ωq is called Ω-inner
if there exists a Ω-representation u P BpHqbL8pGq such that δpaq “ δupaq “ upab 1qu˚, for
all a P KpHq. In this case, the data pG,KpHq, δ,Ω, uq is called a left twisted inner dynamical
system or right Ω-inner dynamical system.

So a left twisted dynamical system pG,KpHq, δ,Ωq is nothing but a projective left GΩ-
representation induced from an Ω-representation of G.
It is well-known that an inner action is exterior equivalent to the trivial one, so that the
corresponding crossed products are isomorphic (see for instance [21] for more details). The
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following proposition shows that a similar phenomenon occurs in the quantum group setting
when the action is Ω-inner.

4.2.8 Proposition. Let G be a compact quantum group and Ω a 2-cocycle of finite type on
G. Let H be a Hilbert space. If pG,KpHq, δ,Ω, vq is a left Ω-inner dynamical system, then

KpHq ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G – KpHq b c0ppGq.

Proof. We can represent KpHq ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G as the normclosure of p1 b C˚r pG,ΩqqδupKpHqq on

H b L2pGq. It is then sufficient to show that u˚rp1 b C˚r pG,ΩqqδupKpHqqsu “ KpHq b
c0ppGq. But since u˚12pV

Ωq23u12 “ u13pVGq23 as u is a Ω-representation, we have that u˚rp1 b
C˚r pG,ΩqqδupKpHqqsu “ rtpid b id b ωqpu13px b VGqq | x P KpHq, ω P BpL2pGqq˚us. As u
is the direct sum of finite-dimensional Ω-representations, it follows that this last set equals
rtpidb idb ωqpxb VGq | x P KpHq, ω P BpL2pGqq˚us “ KpHq b c0ppGq. �

4.2.9 Remark. Note that if v is a Ω˚-representation, we also have an ordinary left action
G δ

ñ KpHq by putting δpaq “ δvpaq “ vpa b 1qv˚, for all a P BpHq. We then say that the
action G δ

ñ KpHq is Ω-inner. An analogous computation as above yields that in this case we
have for the untwisted crossed product that KpHq ¸

r,δ
G –

Adpv˚q
KpHq b C˚r pG,Ωq. Analogously,

from an Ω-representation u of G, one could consider an ordinary right action KpHq δ
ð G by

putting δpaq “ Σpu˚pab1quq, for all a P BpHq. In this case, the (untwisted) crossed product is
defined as G ˙

r,δ
KpHq “ C˚xpλpc0ppGq b 1qpρb idqδpAqy where we recall that ρpxq “ UGλpxqUG

for x P CpGq. Then we now have, upon using the regular representation WG “ V̌G that
G ˙

r,δ
KpHq –

Adpu21UG,1q
C˚r pΩ,Gq bKpHq, where we use the notation of Remark 4.1.6.

4.3. Twisted Takesaki-Takai duality, twisted descent map and twisted Baaj-
Skandalis duality

4.3.1 Definition. Let pG, A, δ,Ωq be a twisted dynamical system. The double reduced crossed
product of A by pGcop with respect to pδ, denoted by

`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop, is the C˚-algebra defined

by:
`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop :“ C˚xpδUpA ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

Gqp1b CpGqqy Ă LAppAb L
2
pGqq b L2

pGqq,

where pδUpxq “ p1b UGqpδpxqp1b UGq for x P A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G.

4.3.2 Remark. Observe that the crossed product
`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop defined above is the usual

one as, say, given in [5, Section 7] (we do not consider any deformation in this definition,
contrary to Definition 4.2.2). In particular, we have automatically that

`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop “

spantpδUpA ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

Gqp1b CpGqqu.
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Since
`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop defined above is a usual crossed product, we can define the corre-

sponding dual action p

pδ. Hence, the following proposition follows from the standard theory of
crossed products.

4.3.3 Proposition-Definition. Let pG, A, δ,Ωq be a twisted dynamical system. The double

reduced crossed product
`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop is a G-C˚-algebra with action G
p

pδ
ñ

`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop

such that:
p

pδ
`

pδUpzqp1b yq
˘

“ ppδUpzq b 1qp1b VGpy b 1qV ˚G q,

for all z P A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G and all y P CpGq. The action G
p

pδ
ñ

`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop is called twisted

double dual action of pδ,Ωq or Ω-double dual action of δ.

The following theorem is a special case of [32, Theorem 3.6] by means of [32, Proposition 3.5],
see also [44, Section 1] in the von Neumann algebraic setting (where no regularity assumption
is needed).

4.3.4 Theorem (Twisted Takesaki-Takai duality). Let pG, A, δ,Ωq be a twisted dynamical
system with Ω of finite type.

i) There is a canonical isomorphism of C˚-algebras, A b KpL2pGqq –
`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop,

given by the map x ÞÑ pUGq3pV
Ωq˚23pδ b idqpxqpV

Ωq23pUGq3.

ii) Under the above isomorphism, the twisted double dual action p

pδ of pδ,Ωq is conjugate to
the action G

rδ
ñ A b KpL2pGqq defined by rδ :“ AdpWΩq32 ˝ δ13, where δ13 denotes the

amplified twisted action of G on AbKpL2pGqq such that:

δ13pab T q “ p1b Σqpδpaq b idqp1b Σqp1b T b 1q P AbKpL2
pGqq b CpGΩq,

for all a P A and T P KpL2pGqq.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1.9, we have KpL2pGqq “ rC˚r pGqUGCpGqUGs. Since δ is continuous, we
can hence write AbKpL2pGqq “ rδpAqp1bKpL2pGqqqs “ rδpAqp1bC˚r pG,ΩqUGCpGqUGqs, and
the first item then follows by a straightforward computation. The second item then follows
from Remark 4.1.6 together with the fact that WGp1b UyUqpWGq

˚ “ p1b Uq∆oppyqp1b Uq,
which follows from the identity W “ V̌G in Theorem-Definition 2.2.6. �

As a corollary of the twisted Takesaki-Takai duality established in Theorem 4.3.4 we obtain
the following generalization of the well known Packer-Raeburn’s untwisting trick or Packer-
Raeburn’s stabilisation trick [35] to compact quantum groups.

4.3.5 Proposition (Quantum Packer-Raeburn’s untwisting trick). Let pG, A, δ,Ωq be a twisted
dynamical system with Ω of finite type. Then:

`

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

bKpL2
pGqq –

`

AbKpL2
pGq

˘

¸
r,rδ

G.
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Proof. Put B :“ A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G, which is a pGcop-C˚-algebra with action pGcop pδ
ñ B. Using the

usual version of Takesaki-Takai duality for quantum groups, we can write B b KpL2pGqq –
`

B ¸
r,pδ

pGcop
˘

¸

r,
p

pδ

G. Next, using the twisted version of Takesaki-Takai duality from Theorem

4.3.4 we have the following:
`

B ¸
r,pδ

pGcop
˘

¸

r,
p

pδ

G “
``

A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G
˘

¸
r,pδ

pGcop
˘

¸

r,
p

pδ

G –
`

AbKpL2
pGq

˘

¸
r,rδ

G.

�

This trick helps to establish a twisted version of the well known Baaj-Skandalis duality [5, 45].
4.3.6 Note. “Takesaki-Takai duality” for quantum groups is also referred as “Baaj-Skandalis
duality” in the literature. We prefer to reserve the latter terminology for such duality at the
level of KK-theory.

4.3.7 Theorem (Twisted Baaj-Skandalis duality). Let pG, A, δ,Ωq and pG, B, ϑ,Ωq be two
twisted dynamical systems with respect to a given 2-cocycle Ω of finite type on G. Then there
exists a canonical group isomorphism:

JΩ
G : KKGΩpA,Bq

„
ÝÑ KK

pGcop
pA ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G, B ¸

r,pϑ,Ωq
Gq,

which is compatible with the Kasparov product, that is, if pG, C, ν,Ωq is another twisted dy-
namical system with respect to Ω, then we have:

JΩ
G pX b

C
Yq “ JΩ

G pX q b
C ¸
r,pν,Ωq

G
JΩ
G pYq and JΩ

G p1Aq “ 1A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G,

for all X P KKGΩpA,Cq and Y P KKGΩpC,Bq.

Proof. Given the twisted dynamical system pG, A, δ,Ωq, put A1 :“ A ¸
r,δ

GΩ. Thus pA1, pδq

is an object in K K
yGΩ

cop

. It is known that xGΩ and pG are monoidally co-Morita equivalent
in the sense of [12], [15]. The corresponding co-linking quantum groupoid takes the form
C˚r pGΩq‘C

˚
r pGΩ,Ω˚q‘C˚r pG,Ωq‘C˚r pGq. Next, following the notations from [3, Section 2.4],

we consider the exterior comultiplication p∆ext ” pΩ p∆Ω˚q
2
11 : C˚r pGΩq ÝÑ ĂMpC˚r pGΩ,Ω˚q b

C˚r pG,Ωqq. Following [3, Proposition 4.1], we consider the C˚-algebra:

A2 : “ spantpidb idb ηqpidA1 b
p∆cop
extq

pδpa1q | a1 P A1, η P BpL2
pGqq˚u

“ spantpidb idb ηqpδpaq b 1qp1b p∆cop
extpxqq | a

1
P A, x P C˚r pGΩq, η P BpL2

pGqq˚u.

Since tpid b ηqp∆cop
extpxq | x P C

˚
r pGΩq, η P BpL2pGqq˚u is norm-dense in C˚r pG,Ωq, we have by

construction that A2 “ A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G. Now, A2 is an object in K K
pGcop with pGcop-action given

by Proposition 4.2.6, which we still denote by pδ.
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In other words, the equivalence of triangulated categories K K
yGΩ

cop J
yGΩ, pGcop

– K K
pGcop from

[3, Section 4.5] sends A¸
r,δ
GΩ to A ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G. An application of the equivariant Morita equivalence

of [3, Section 4.4] yields that pAbKpL2pGqqq¸
r,rδ

GΩ – A1¸
r,pδ

xGΩ
cop
¸

r,
p

pδ

GΩ in K K
yGΩ

cop

(here rδ is

defined by Takesaki-Takai duality for GΩ) is sent to pAbKpL2pGqqq ¸
r,rδ

G – A2 ¸
r,pδ

pGcop ¸

r,
p

pδ

G in

K K
pGcop (here rδ is defined through the twisted Takesaki-Takai from Theorem 4.3.4) through

J
yGΩ, pGcop .

Therefore, the twisted Baaj-Skandalis is obtained as follows:

KKGΩpA,Bq – KKGΩpAbKpL2
pGq, B bKpL2

pGqq
JGΩ
– KK

yGΩ
cop

ppAbKpL2
pGqq ¸

r,rδ

GΩ, pB bKpL2
pGqq ¸

r,rδ

GΩq

J
yGΩ, pGcop

– KK
pGcop
ppAbKpL2

pGqq ¸
r,rδ

G, pB bKpL2
pGqq ¸

r,rδ

Gq

– KK
pGcop
pA ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G, B ¸

r,pϑ,Ωq
Gq.

�

As a consequence, we obtain a twisted version of the well-known descent map for quantum
groups [45].

4.3.8 Corollary (Twisted descent map). Let pG, A, δ,Ωq and pG, B, ϑ,Ωq be two twisted
dynamical systems with respect to a given 2-cocycle Ω of finite type on G. Then there exists
a canonical group homomorphism:

jΩ
G : KKGΩpA,Bq ÝÑ KKpA ¸

r,pδ,Ωq
G, B ¸

r,pϑ,Ωq
Gq

called twisted descent map (with respect to G). Moreover, jΩ
G is compatible with the Kasparov

product, that is, if pG, C, ν,Ωq is another twisted dynamical system with respect to Ω, then we
have:

jΩ
GpX b

C
Yq “ jΩ

GpX q b
C ¸
r,pν,Ωq

G
jΩ
GpYq and jΩ

Gp1Aq “ 1A ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G,

for all X P KKGΩpA,Cq and Y P KKGΩpC,Bq. Moreover, we have jΩ
G “ OG ˝ J

Ω
G , where OG

is the obvious forgetful functor.

Proof. Similarly as in Theorem 4.3.7 we have KKGΩpA,Bq – KK
pGcopppA b KpL2pGqq ¸

r,rδ

G, pB b KpL2pGqq ¸
r,rδ

Gq. Applying Baaj-Skandalis duality for G, the latter is isomorphic to

KKGpAbKpL2pGq, BbKpL2pGqq. Applying the ordinary descent map jG, we get KKppAb
KpL2pGqq ¸

r,rδ

G, pBbKpL2pGqq ¸
r,rδ

Gq, which is isomophic to KKpA ¸
r,pδ,Ωq

G, B ¸
r,pϑ,Ωq

Gq thanks

to the untwisting trick from Proposition 4.3.5. The map jΩ
G of the statement is obtained as

result of these compositions. �
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5. Application: quantum assembly map for permutation
torsion-free discrete quantum groups

5.1. The Baum-Connes property for discrete quantum groups

The framework for the formulation of the Baum-Connes property for discrete quantum groups
following the approach of R. Meyer and R. Nest is based on triangulated categories and
Bousfield localisation techniques. We refer to [29] or [24] for a complete presentation of the
subject.
Let pG be a discrete quantum group and consider the corresponding equivariant Kasparov
category, K K

pG, with canonical suspension functor denoted by Σ. Then K K
pG is a tri-

angulated category whose distinguished triangles are given by mapping cone triangles. The
word homomorphism (resp. isomorphism) will mean homomorphism (resp. isomorphism) in
the corresponding Kasparov category; it will be a true homomorphism (resp. isomorphism)
between pG-C˚-algebras or any Kasparov triple between pG-C˚-algebras (resp. any equivari-
ant KK-equivalence between pG-C˚-algebras). Analogously, we can consider the equivariant
Kasparov category K K G.
Assume for the moment that pG is torsion-free. In that case, consider the usual complemen-
tary pair of localizing subcategories in K K

pG, pL
pG,NpGq. Denote by pL,Nq the canonical

triangulated functors associated to this complementary pair. More precisely we have that
L

pG is defined as the localizing subcategory of K K
pG generated by the objects of the form

Ind
pG
E pCq “ C b c0ppGq with C any C˚-algebra in the Kasparov category K K and N

pG is
defined as the localizing subcategory of objects which are isomorphic to 0 in K K : L

pG :“
xtInd

pG
E pCq “ C b c0ppGq | C P Obj.pK K quy and N

pG “ tA P Obj.pK K
pGq | Res

pG
E pAq “ 0u.

If pG is not torsion-free, then a technical property lacked in the literature in order to define
a suitable complementary pair. The natural candidate used in the related works (see for
instance [30] and [48]) is given by the following localizing subcategories of K K

pG:

L
pG :“ xtC b T ¸

r
G | C P Obj.pK K q, T P TorppGquy,

N
pG :“ L %

pG “ tA P ObjpK K
pG
q | KK

pG
pL,Aq “ p0q, @ L P ObjpL

pGqu.

5.1.1 Remark. We put xL
pG :“ xtT b C | C P Obj.pK K q, T P TorppGquy, so that we have

xL
pG ¸G “ L

pG by definition. Similarly we put xN
pG :“ N

pG ¸
pG.

In [2], Y. Arano and A. Skalski have showed that these two subcategories form indeed a
complementary pair of localizing subcategories in K K

pG (note that, by [29, Proposition 2.9]
any complementary pair pL ,N q must have N “ L %). By Baaj-Skandalis duality, one
then also obtains that the subcategories L

pG and N
pG form a complementary pair of localising

subcategories in K K
pG.

The key step is a generalization of the Green-Julg isomorphism. In this section, we will
provide a different proof of this generalization in the case of projective torsion, see Section
5.3.
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5.2. Two-sided crossed products

In this section we give some technical tools necessary for the next section. In order to define
an assembly map for discrete quantum groups, we need to define a suitable pair of adjoint
functors on K K

pG taking into account the torsion phenomena of pG. For classical discrete
groups, the torsion phenomena are completely described in terms of finite subgroups. Hence,
the induction and restriction functors will provide such an adjunction. In the quantum case,
the torsion is described in terms of G-C˚-algebras, so the induction-restriction approach is no
longer valid since finite discrete quantum groups do not exhaust the torsion phenomena for
pG. Moreover, the torsion objects in the Kasparov category are also G-C˚-algebras. In this
sense, we need a construction encoding both the induction process from the classical setting
and the diagonal action with respect to G. We call it a two-sided crossed product and it is
already used in [2], see also [33, Section 2.6] for an algebraic precursor.

5.2.1 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group. If pB, βq is a left G-C˚-algebra and
pA,αq is a right G-C˚-algebra, then the two-sided crossed product of B and A by G, denoted
by B ¸

r,β
G ˙

r,α
A, is the C˚-algebra defined by:

B¸
r,β
G˙
r,α
A :“ C˚xppidbλqβpBqb1qp1bpλpc0ppGqqb1qp1bpρbidqpαpAqqqy Ă LBbApBbL

2
pGqbAq.

5.2.2 Remark. First, to lighten the notations we will omit the representations λ, pλ and ρ
in the definition of B ¸

r,β
G ˙

r,α
A, and note that ρpxq “ UGxUG for x P CpGq. We also write

αUpxq “ pUG b idqαpxqpUG b idq for x P A. Next, it is easy to show that B ¸
r,β

G ˙
r,α
A “

spantpβpBq b 1qp1 b c0ppGq b 1qp1 b αUpAqqu, cf. Lemma 4.2.4. From now on we will use
these two descriptions of B ¸

r,β
G˙
r,α
A interchangeably. As a consequence, we see that the maps

B ÝÑ LBbApBbL
2pGqbAq, A ÝÑ LBbApBbL

2pGqbAq and c0ppGq ÝÑ LBbApBbL
2pGqbAq

given by b ÞÑ βpbqb1, a ÞÑ 1bαUpaq and x ÞÑ 1bpλpxqb1 respectively, send B, A and c0ppGq
respectively onto non-degenerate C˚-subalgebras of MpB ¸

r,β
G ˙

r,α
Aq.

5.2.3 Remark. In [2], a universal version B ¸
β
G ˙

α
A of the double crossed product is

introduced. It is not hard to see that our definition is compatible with theirs, in the sense
that there is a natural surjective ˚-homomorphism:

πr : B ¸
β
G˙

α
AÑ B ¸

r,β
G ˙

r,α
A. (5.1)

Indeed, take some univeral representations of B,A on Hilbert spaces HB, HA. Then one simply
needs to observe that the representations π : b ÞÑ βpbq b 1 and θ : a ÞÑ 1 b pρ b idqαpaq of
resp. B and A on H “ HB b L

2pGq bHA, together with the unitary representation U :“ V24
of G, form a covariant representation in the sense of [2, Section 3]: it follows immediately
from the formulas in Theorem 2.2.2 that:

U12pπpbq b 1qU˚12 “ pπ b idqβpbq, U˚12pρpaq b 1qU12 “ pθ b idqαop
paq.

The universal property of [2, Proposition 3.2] now provides (5.1).
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It is furthermore not hard to see that πr will be an isomorphism if A is finite-dimensional:
By e.g. [16, Theorem 5.31], B ¸

β
G “ B ¸

r,β
G, and then both B ¸

β
G ˙

α
A and B ¸

r,β
G ˙

α
A

are implemented on the algebraic tensor product vector space pB ¸
r,β

Gq dA, so πr must be an
isomorphism.

As for usual crossed products, we can show that the two-sided crossed product construction
is functorial. More precisely, we have the following:

5.2.4 Proposition. Let G be a compact quantum group. Let pB, βq, pB1, β1q be left G-C˚-
algebras and pA,αq, pA1, α1q right G-C˚-algebras.

i) If φ : B ÝÑMpB1q is a non-degenerate G-equivariant ˚-homomorphism, then there exists
a non-degenerate ˚-homomorphism:

φ¸ id˙ id : B ¸
r,β

G ˙
r,α
A ÝÑMpB1 ¸

r,β1
G ˙

r,α
Aq

such that φ¸id˙id
`

pβpbqb1qp1bxb1qp1bαUpaqq
˘

“ pβ1pφpbqqb1qp1bxb1qp1bαUpaqq,
for all b P B, a P A and x P c0ppGq.

ii) If ψ : A ÝÑMpA1q is a non-degenerate G-equivariant ˚-homomorphism, then there exists
a non-degenerate ˚-homomorphism:

id¸ id˙ ψ : B ¸
r,β

G ˙
r,α
A ÝÑMpB ¸

r,β
G ˙

r,α1
A1q

such that id¸id˙ψ
`

pβpbqb1qp1bxb1qp1bαUpaqq
˘

“ pβpbqb1qp1bxb1qp1bα1Upψpaqqq,
for all b P B, a P A and x P c0ppGq.

If a torsion action of projective type of G is involved in a two-sided crossed product, then
we can give an alternative description of the latter, which is useful for our purpose. Recall
first from Lemma 3.2.3 that, given a torsion action of projective type δ on T “ BpHq with
implementing Ω˚-representation u for some Ω, we can construct the Ω-representation u˝ on
H with associated coaction δ on T op – BpHq. By Remark 4.1.4 we can view u˝ as an
Ω “ pΩ˚q˚-representation of GΩ, and correspondingly δu˝ as a left action of GΩ on T op.

5.2.5 Proposition. Let G be a compact quantum group. Let pT, δq be a torsion action of
projective type of G. Let u be an Ω˚-representation of G implementing δ for some 2-cocycle Ω
(necessarily of finite type). Let pB, βq be a G-C˚-algebra. Then B¸

r,β
G˙
r,δ

T op – pBbT opq¸
rβ

GΩ,

where rβ :“ Adu˝23
˝ β13.

We use here that the twisted quantum group GΩ is again a compact quantum group by
Theorem 3.3.7.
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Proof. First of all, it is straightforward to check that rβ :“ Adu˝23
˝ β13 is an action of GΩ on

B b T op. For given b P B and x P T op we have:
pidb Ω∆Ω˚qrβpbb xq “ pidb Ω∆Ω˚q

`

u˝23pbp0q b xb bp1qqpu
˝
23q

˚
˘

“ Ω34∆3pu
˝
23qpbp0q b xb∆pbp1qqq∆3pu

˝
23q

˚Ω˚34
p˚q
“ u˝23u

˝
24pbp0q b xb∆pbp1qqqpu˝24q

˚
pu˝23q

˚

p˚˚q
“ u˝23u

˝
24pbp0qp0q b xb bp0qp1q b bp1qqpu

˝
24q

˚
pu˝23q

˚

“ prβ b idq
`

u˝23pbp0q b xb bp1qqpu
˝
23q

˚
˘

“ prβ b idqrβpbb xq,

where in p˚q we used the fact that u˝ is an Ω-representation of G and in p˚˚q we use the fact
that β is a G-action on B.
Next, recall that u˝ implements δ. Then on the one hand, by Remark 4.2.9 we have G˙

r,δ

T op –

C˚r pΩ,Gq b T op (here the identification is given by conjugating with u˝21pUG b 1q). On the
other hand, by Remark 4.1.4 we view u˝ as a Θ˚ :“ pΩ˚q˚-representation of GΩ so that,
by applying again Remark 4.2.9, we obtain that T op ¸

r,Adu˝
GΩ – T op b C˚r pGΩ,Θq “ T op b

C˚r pGΩ,Ω˚q (here the identification is given by conjugating with pu˝q˚). Recall from Remark
4.1.5 that C˚r pGΩ,Ω˚q “ JC˚r pG,ΩqJ . Therefore, by Remark 4.1.6 we see that T op ¸

r,Adu˝
GΩ

is ˚-isomorphic to G˙
r,δ

T op by introducing an extra conjugation with XΩUG (and a flip map).

This allows to conclude the isomorphism of the statement. Indeed, since UGXΩUG P L
8pGq1,

we compute

pB b T opq ¸
rβ

GΩ “ spantpidb idb λqrβpB b T opqp1b 1b c0pxGΩqqu

“ spantpidb idb λqu˝23pBp0q b T
op
bBp1qqpu

˝
23q

˚
p1b 1b c0pxGΩqqu

Adpu˝23q
˚

– spantpidb idb λqpBp0q b T
op
bBp1qqpu

˝
23q

˚
p1b 1b c0pxGΩqqu

˝
23u

“ spantpidb idb λqpBp0q b 1bBp1qqp1b T op b 1qp1b pu˝q˚p1b c0pxGΩqqu
˝
qu

“
p˚q
spantpidb idb λqpBp0q b 1bBp1qqp1b T op b C˚r pGΩ,Ω˚qqu

– spantpidb idb λqpBp0q b 1bBp1qqp1b T op b JC˚r pG,ΩqJqu
AdΣ23pUGXΩUGq3

– spantpidb λb idqpBp0q bBp1q b 1qp1b UGC
˚
r pΩ,GqUG b T

op
qu

Adu˝21
–
p˚˚q

spantpidb λb idqpBp0q bBp1q b 1qp1b c0ppGq b 1qp1b ρb 1qp1b Σpu˝q˚p1b T opqu˝Σqu

“ spantppidb λqβpBq b 1qp1b c0ppGq b 1qp1b pρb 1qδpT opqqu “ B ¸
r,β

G ˙
r,δ

T op,

where in p˚q and p˚˚q we have used the identifications T op ¸
r,Adu˝

GΩ – T op b C˚r pGΩ,Ω˚q and
G ˙

r,δ

T op – C˚r pΩ,Gq b T op explained above, respectively. �

The two-sided crossed product construction can also be defined for Hilbert modules in a
similar way as we do for usual crossed products.
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5.2.6 Definition. Let G be a compact quantum group. Let pB, βq be a left G-C˚-algebra and
pA,αq a right G-C˚-algebra. If pE, δEq is a G-equivariant Hilbert B-module, we define the
two-sided crossed product of E and A by G, denoted by E ¸

r,δE
G ˙

r,α
A, as the following Hilbert

B ¸
r,β

G ˙
r,α
A-module E ¸

r,δE
G ˙

r,α
A :“ E b

B
B ¸

r,β
G ˙

r,α
A.

As for the usual crossed products, the embeddings of E – KBpB,Eq and B – KBpBq into
KBpB ‘ Eq induce an embedding of E ¸

r,δE
G ˙

r,α
A into KBpB ‘ Eq ¸

r
G ˙

r,α
A. In this way we

have the following (see for instance [45, Lemme 5.2] for a proof):

5.2.7 Proposition. Let G be a compact quantum group. Let pB, βq be a left G-C˚-algebra and
pA,αq a right G-C˚-algebra. If pE, δEq is a G-equivariant Hilbert B-module, then KBpEq ¸

r

G ˙
r,α
A – KB ¸

r,β
G˙
r,α
A

`

E ¸
r,δE

G ˙
r,α
A
˘

.

Following similar arguments as for usual crossed products (see for instance [45, Proposition
5.3] for more details), it is easy to show that Definition 5.2.6 above passes also at the level of
Kasparov triples. More precisely, we have the following:

5.2.8 Proposition. Let G be a compact quantum group. Let pB, βq, pB1, β1q be left G-
C˚-algebras and pA,αq a right G-C˚-algebra. If ppE, δEq, π, F q is a G-equivariant Kasparov
pB1, Bq-module in KKGpB1, Bq, then the triple

`

E ¸
r,δE

G ˙
r,α
A, π ¸ id ˙ id, F b

B
id
˘

defines a

Kasparov
`

B1 ¸
r,β1

G ˙
r,α
A,B ¸

r,β
G ˙

r,α
A
˘

-module in KK
`

B1 ¸
r,β1

G ˙
r,α
A,B ¸

r,β
G ˙

r,α
A
˘

.

Finally, as for usual crossed products, the two-sided crossed product functor intertwines the
suspension of G-C˚-algebras and transforms mapping cone triangles into mapping cone trian-
gles. In other words, the functor p ¨ q ¸

r
G ˙

r,α
A preserves semi-split extensions i.e. extensions

of G-equivariant C˚-algebras that split through a G-equivariant completely positive contrac-
tive linear section, see for instance [27]; and the class of all triangles in K K G isomorphic
to mapping cone triangles is the same as the class of all triangles in K K G isomorphic to
extension triangles (see for instance [26, Lemma 1.2.3.7]). In conclusion, we have obtained
that, for a fixed right G-C˚-algebra pA0, α0q, the association pB, βq ÞÑ B¸

r,β
G ˙
r,α0

A0, for all left

G-C˚-algebra pB, βq defines a triangulated functor jG,A0 :“ p ¨ q¸
r
G ˙
r,α0

A0 : K K G ÝÑ K K .

5.3. Twisted Green-Julg isomorphism

First of all, let us recall briefly the Green-Julg isomorphism for compact quantum groups (see
[45] for more details). If C is a C˚-algebra equipped with the trivial action of G, then we have
that Ψ : KKGpC,Bq

„
ÝÑ KKpC,B ¸

r,β
Gq, for all G-C˚-algebra pB, βq. Since C is equipped

with the trivial action of G, then C¸
r
G – Cbc0ppGq and we have a natural ˚-homomorphism:

φC : C ÝÑ C b c0ppGq, c ÞÝÑ φpcq :“ cb p0,
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where p0 :“ pid b hGqpVGq P c0ppGq is the canonical projection onto the subspace of invariant
vectors of pVG, L2pGqq. In this way we obtain a Kasparov triple rφCs P KKpC,C b c0ppGqq.
The Green-Julg isomorphism is given precisely by ΨpX q :“ φ˚CpjGpX qq “ rφCs b

Cbc0ppGq
jGpX q,

for all X P KKGpC,Bq. It is also possible to give an explicit expression of its inverse. Given
any C˚-algebra C in K K , we denote by τpCq the same C˚-algebra C equipped with the
trivial action of G and so we regard it as an object in K K G. In this way, we define the
Kasparov triple EB :“ rpB b L2pGq, πr, 0qs P KKG

´

τ
`

B ¸
r,β

G
˘

, B
¯

, where πr denotes the

canonical representation of B ¸
r,β

G in B b L2pGq. The action of G on B b L2pGq is defined

as the tensor product action of β with the action of G on L2pGq induced by the unitary
ΣV̌GΣ “ pUG b 1qVGpUG b 1q (see [45] for the precise definitions). Then we have Ψ´1pYq “
τpYq b

τ
`

B ¸
r,β

G
˘

EB, for all Y P KKpC,B ¸
r,β

Gq. In other words, the Green-Julg isomorphism

can be rephrased by saying that the functors K K G jG
ÝÑ K K and K K τ

ÝÑ K K G are
adjoint: τ is a left adjoint of jG. Precisely, the unit of the adjunction is given by ηC :“ rφCs
and the counit by εB :“ EB, for all C P ObjpK K q and all B P ObjpK K Gq.
The goal of this section is to generalise these constructions when C is replaced by an object
of the form CbT P xL

pG, where pT, δq is a torsion action of G of projective type. Recall that a
torsion action of projective type of G, pT, δq, means simply that T “ MkpCq for some k P N
and that δ is ergodic such that T is not G-Morita equivalent to C. We fix a state ϕT “ Trp% ¨q
on T (recall Section 2.1). Recall as well that, by virtue of Theorem 3.1.5, δ is implemented
by an Ω˚-representation of G, say u, for some (measurable) 2-cocycle Ω on G. The 2-cocycle
Ω is necessarily of finite type (recall Definition 3.3.1). Hence GΩ is again a compact quantum
group by Theorem 3.3.7. Following Equation (2.1), we denote by pT op, δq the corresponding
opposite twisted dynamical system. In this case, δ is implemented (in the sense of (3.2)) by an
Ω-representation of G that we denote by u˝. The representation of G on L2pT q implementing
δ according to Proposition 2.3.7 is denoted by VT . Given such a projective torsion action of
G, we define the following triangulated functors:

jG,T : K K G ÝÑ K K , pB, βq ÞÝÑ jG,T pB, βq :“ B ¸
r,β

G ˙
r,δ

T op,

τT : K K ÝÑ K K G, C ÞÝÑ τT pCq :“ pC b T, idb δq.

We are going to show that τT is a left adjoint of jG,T for every torsion action of projective
type pT, δq of G. To do so we start by showing an appropriate equivalence of triangulated
categories between K K G and K K GΩ . Then the adjunction between τT and jG,T will result
from the usual Green-Julg isomorphism applied to GΩ.
Let us consider the following triangulated functors:

ΠT op : K K G ÝÑ K K GΩ , pB, βq ÞÝÑ ΠT oppB, βq :“ pB b T op, rβ :“ Adu˝23
˝ β13q,

ΠT : K K GΩ ÝÑ K K G, pC, γq ÞÝÑ ΠT pC, γq :“ pC b T, rγ :“ Adu23 ˝ γ13q.

First of all, observe that these functors are well defined. On the one hand, given pB, βq P
ObjpK K Gq, we have proved in Proposition 5.2.5 that rβ :“ Adu˝23

˝ β13 is an action of GΩ
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on B b T op. So ΠT oppB, βq P ObjpK K GΩq. A similar computation yields that if pC, γq P
ObjpK K GΩq, then rγ :“ Adu23 ˝ γ13 is an action of G on C b T . So ΠT pC, γq P ObjpK K Gq.
On the other hand, given two objects pB1, β1q, pB2, β2q P ObjpK K Gq and a Kasparov triple
X P KKGpB1, B2q, then ΠT oppX q is given by the right exterior tensor product of Kasparov
triples with respect to T op i.e. ΠT oppX q “ X b T op P KKGΩpB1 b T op, B2 b T opq (if X is
represented by the G-equivariant Hilbert B2-module E with action δE, then ΠT oppX q is rep-
resented by the Hilbert B2 b T

op-module E b T op with action of GΩ given by Adv23 ˝ pδEq13).
Similarly, ΠT pYq “ Y b T , for all Y P KKGΩpC1, C2q with pC1, γ1q, pC2, γ2q P ObjpK K GΩq.
Clearly, both ΠT op and ΠT intertwine the suspensions of each category. Moreover, they
transform mapping cone triangles into mapping cone triangles. This is true by the follow-
ing general fact: if φ : A ÝÑ B is a homomorphism between C˚-algebras and D is any
other C˚-algebra, then we have that Cφ b D – Cφbid induced by the canonical identifica-
tion C0

`

p0, 1s, B
˘

b D – C0
`

p0, 1s, B b D
˘

, f b d ÞÑ
´

t ÞÑ fptq b d
¯

. If in addition φ is
a G-equivariant homomorphism between the G-C˚-algebras pA,αq and pB, βq, then Cφ is
a G-C˚-algebra with action γ

`

pa, hq
˘

:“ pαpaq, β ˝ hq, for all pa, hq P Cφ. In this way, it
is straightforward to check that given a G-equivariant homomorphism between two G-C˚-
algebras pB1, β1q and pB2, β2q, say φ : B1 ÝÑ B2, then the isomorphism Cφ b T op – Cφbid is
GΩ-equivariant. As a consequence, the functor ΠT op preserves mapping cone triangles; and
similarly for ΠT . In conclusion, both ΠT op and ΠT are well defined triangulated functors.

5.3.1 Lemma. Following the previous notations, the pair of functors pΠT op ,ΠT q defines an
equivalence of triangulated categories between K K G and K K GΩ.

Proof. It only remains to show that ΠT ˝ ΠT op – idK K G and ΠT op ˝ ΠT – idK K GΩ .
On the one hand, given an object pB, βq P ObjpK K Gq, we have ΠT pΠT oppB, βqq “ B b

T op b T
idbΣ
– B b T b T op equipped with the G-action r

rβ “ Adu24 ˝Adu˝34
˝ β14. By identifying

T b T op – BpL2pT qq “ KpL2pT qq along with the G-action AdVT , where VT “ u13u
˝
23 as in

Lemma 3.2.3, we obtain that ΠT pΠT oppB, βqq is G-equivariantly Morita equivalent to pB, βq;
and this identification is natural. So ΠT ˝ΠT op – idK K G . On the other hand, given an object
pC, γq P ObjpK K GΩq, we have ΠT oppΠT pC, γqq “ CbT bT op

idbΣ
– BbT opbT equipped with

the G-action r

rγ “ Adu˝24
˝ Adu34 ˝ γ14. By identifying T op b T “ pT b T opqop – BpL2pT qqop –

BpL2pT opqq “ KpL2pT opqq along with the GΩ-action AdVTop , where we define the (ordinary)
GΩ-representation VT op “ u˝13u23, we obtain that ΠT oppΠT pC, γqq is GΩ-equivariantly Morita
equivalent to pC, γq; and this identification is natural. So ΠT op ˝ ΠT – idK K GΩ . �

5.3.2 Remark. Using the theory of (bi)Galois objects for compact quantum groups [8], there
was proven in [47, Section 8] an equivalence of triangulated categories K K G1 – K K G2

when the compact quantum groups G1 and G2 are monoidally equivalent. In our setting, with
Ω a 2-cocycle of finite type for the compact quantum group G, it is rather the discrete quantum
group duals pG and xGΩ that are monoidally equivalent ([13]). We then obtain equivalences:

K K G
– K K

pG
– K K

yGΩ – K K GΩ , (5.2)

where the outer equivalences are by Baaj-Skandalis duality, and where in the middle we use
the extension of the results of [47, Section 8] to the (regular) locally compact quantum group
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setting [3, Theorem 4.36]. For lack of space, we refrain from showing that (5.2) agrees with
the equivalence we obtain - the argument is based on the observation that, up to matrix am-
plification, T ¸G gives a Galois object C˚pG,Ωq for the discrete quantum group pGcop.

5.3.3 Theorem (Twisted Green-Julg isomorphism). Let G be a compact quantum group.
Let pT, δq be a torsion action of projective type of G. Let u be an Ω˚-representation of G
implementing δ for some 2-cocycle Ω (necessarily of finite type). Then τT : K K ÝÑ K K G

is a left adjoint of jG,T : K K G ÝÑ K K as triangulated functors. More precisely,

ΨT : KKG
pC b T,Bq

„
ÝÑ KK

`

C,B ¸
r,β

G ˙
r,δ

T op
˘

,

for all C P ObjpK K q and pB, βq P ObjpK K Gq.

Proof. Since the 2-cocycle Ω is necessarily of finite type, the twisted quantum group GΩ
is compact by Theorem 3.3.7. Given a C˚-algebra C P ObjpK K q and a G-C˚-algebra
pB, βq P ObjpK K Gq, the previous lemma allows to write the following:

KKG
pC b T,Bq – KKGΩpC b T b T op, B b T opq – KKGΩpC,B b T opq.

Next, by applying the usual Green-Julg isomorphism we obtain that: KKGΩpC,B b T opq
Ψ
–

KKpC, pB b T opq ¸
rβ

GΩq. To conclude, we observe that pB b T opq ¸
rβ

GΩ – B ¸
r,β

G ˙
r,δ

T op by

virtue of Proposition 5.2.5. Therefore ΨT “ Ψ ˝ ΠT op . �

5.3.4 Remark. By the twisted Green-Julg isomorphism, obtained in Theorem 5.3.3 for the
specific case of torsion actions of projective type and in [2, Theorem 4.5] for general torsion
actions, one easily obtains that pT, δq is a compact object in K K G, that is, the functor
KKGpT, ¨ q is compatible with countable direct sums. Indeed, if tpBn, βnqunPN is a countable
family of G-C˚-algebras, the twisted Green-Julg isomorphism with C :“ C gives:

KKG
pT,

à

nPN
Bnq – KK

`

C,
`
à

nPN
Bn

˘

¸
r,β

G ˙
r,δ

T op
˘

– K0
``
à

nPN
Bn

˘

¸
r,β

G ˙
r,δ

T op
˘

,

and both the K0 functor and the two-sided crossed product functor p¨q¸
r
G˙
r,δ

T op are compatible

with countable direct sums.
We believe that this property will be useful to study the equivariant Kasparov category K K G

from a geometrical and topological perspective according to works by I. Dell’Ambrogio and
his collaborators (see for example [17], [18]). For instance, the above compactness result
yields that the subcategory PDpGq :“ xtT | T P Torp{DpGqquy is a compactly generated ten-
sor triangular subcategory of K K DpGq when G is finite (note that we need to consider the
Drinfeld double construction to provide a tensor structure on the Kasparov category). In
particular, pPDpGq,P

%
DpGqq is a complementary pair of localizing subcategories in K K DpGq

as a consequence of Brown representability theorem. Hence it will be interesting to compute
its spectrum, SpcpPDpGqq, in the sense of Balmer [6] and to make a connection with the
Baum-Connes property for pG.
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